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Abstract

Improving aerodynamic efficiency of bluff bodies is a very interesting
solution for reducing fuel consumption of vehicles. Reducing drag, hopefully
with no change in lift, is the best way to improve aerodynamic efficiency of
such bodies: in fact, if no change in lift is experienced, the vehicle handling
does not change as well. Through the years, the drag reduction was obtained
mainly modifying the overall body shape with the use of passive devices,
as spoilers or flaps, in order to extend laminar flow and reduce separation.
Even if this approach is quite easy and fast to implement, its limits result in
the poor adaptability to different car shapes or cruise conditions. Therefore,
understanding how to design and control an all-purpose active device able to
reduce aerodynamic drag represents a very attractive field of investigation.

The work presented here deals with investigations on active control
devices for drag reduction purpose: the main goal is to explore different
systems and operating conditions in order to identify conditions which
realize the higher drag reduction. Generally speaking, active control devices
work generating a control jet near or in the separation zone, causing the
flow to reattach on the body and to reduce its drag. The use of different
prototypes allow to compare device effectiveness for different kind of cars:
so, the effectiveness of two different active control devices has been tested
on car shaped prototypes, via numerical analyses and experimental tests.

In the first part of this work, a brief overview about the drag reduc-
tion problem is presented, along with the introduction of the car shaped
prototypes and the active control devices under test. Secondly, numerical
simulations and experimental tests are presented and discussed. Lastly, using
the electroacoustic analogy, it’s presented the development of a simplified
model for the design of such blowing devices and for evaluating the ideal
power saving achievable with an optimized device.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This work summarizes and extends the research named ‘Componenti
avanzati per la riduzione della resistenza all’avanzamento’ (Programma
Operativo Nazionale (PON) 01− 01750), founded by the Ministrero Italiano
Università e Ricerca (MIUR) and the European Union. The University of
Naples ‘Federico II’ was tasked for studying innovative aerodynamic devices
capable of reducing vehicles drag. In the light of this, the use of active flow
control devices was the choice.

The automotive industry give greatest attention to discovering new
methods for reducing fuel consumption and, thus, for improving overall
vehicle efficiency. Depending on vehicle velocity, to improve efficiency and
reduce fuel consumption can be followed different strategies: at V < 80 km/h,
the forces due to mechanical and tires frictions are greater than aerodynamic
drag; conversely, at V > 80 km/h, aerodynamic drag is higher than the
others. So, the reasons of fuel consumption depend on the car travelling
velocity. Furthermore, considering that higher velocity results in higher
energy demand, it’s clear why drag optimization plays a key role.

Initially, vehicle external shapes evolved mainly for safety, comfort or
aesthetic reasons. With the 70’s oil crisis, car manufacturers were encouraged
in improving energy saving: studies carried out during those years showed
that the aerodynamic drag causes 30% fuel consumption in an urban cycle
and more than 70% at 120 km/h cruise velocity. This consideration is also
stated in [1], where it is explained how fuel consumption, for a middle class
car driving at V > 100 km/h, is mainly due to aerodynamic drag. Today,
the growing ecological interest has given a new boost to this research field.
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Figure 1.1: Car shapes evolution summary

In Figure 1.1 it’s presented an example of the car shapes evolution since
70’s until now.

1.1 Bluff body aerodynamics overview

Usually, the study on automotive drag reduction is performed using bluff
bodies. When a body of whatever geometry is hit by a flow current, its
shape causes a pressure distribution over it which result globally in the
so-called aerodynamic force: this aerodynamic force can be split into two
components known as lift, perpendicular to apparent flow direction, and
drag, along the apparent flow direction. So, lift and drag forces represents
intrinsic body characteristics because they depends on body shape. Bluff
bodies distinguish from the so-called aerodynamic body because they have
a relatively low aerodynamic efficiency: in other words, they produce a
large amount of drag and a relatively small lift. In [2], it’s also stated that
about the 70% of the automotive drag depends on its external shape, while
only the remaining 30% is due to other automotive parts. This fascinating
consideration is summarized in Table 1.1, justifying the great interest on
bluff body aerodynamics for drag reduction purposes. Thus, the use of bluff
bodies for automotive drag reduction concern.

In aerodynamics, the forces are usually expressed in terms of aerodynamic

G. Calise



1.1: Bluff body aerodynamics overview 3

Position % of CD
Upper Surface 40%
Lower Surface 30%
Wheels 15%
Cooling 10%
Others 5%

Table 1.1: Drag repartition on a realistic car

coefficients: so, the classic and generic formulation for aerodynamic force is

F = 1
2 CF ρ V

2 A (1.1)

where A is the body reference area, ρ is the flow density, V is the flow velocity
and CF is the force coefficient. This formulation is almost interesting since
it relates flow properties and peculiar body characteristics, expressed by the
force coefficient. Similar formulations can be written for drag and lift, as
well. The flow field around a bluff body, like a car, allows to identify three
main components of drag:

Surface friction drag: this drag component has to be account to the
boundary layer around the body. Its contribution to bluff body overall
drag is relatively small and ,in general, is higher in region of attached
flow in turbulent regime.

Pressure drag: this drag component is due to the pressure difference
between front and aft zones of the bluff body. It is experienced when
the flow detach from the body and, thus, the bluff body overall drag
is mainly due to it.

Vortex-induced drag: the pressure difference between top and bottom
surfaces of a finite length body causes this drag component. Pressure
difference determines flow motion from the bottom, higher pressure
zone, to the top, at lower pressure, which results in a rolling up of flow
particles. Thus, this mechanism of drag production is strictly connect
to the bluff body capability of producing lift.

Doctoral Thesis in Aerospace Engineering
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(a) Pressure drag (b) Vortex-induced drag

Figure 1.2: Bluff body drag generation mechanisms

In Figure 1.2, the pressure drag and the vortex-induced drag mechanisms
are depicted. So, reduce bluff body aerodynamic drag is possible limiting the
flow separation in its aft zone, without affecting lift characteristics. In fact,
lift production changes causes not only higher drag, but also car handling
modifications.

1.2 The Ahmed body physics

Modern cars can be classified in three different classes: square-back,
fast-back and notch-back. Anyway, all of these kind of car behaves like a
bluff body. The most famous bluff body used as a simplified car model
is the so-called Ahmed body. The studies conducted in [3] discovered the
capability of such simplified geometry to reproduce wake structures of several
vehicle classes. Its particular shape minimizes aerodynamic influence of the
front, while the rear can be easily modified, changing the slant angle Φ:
different values of Φ reproduce wake flow structures of fast-back, hatch-back
or square-back cars. Hence, the Ahmed body is considered a reference model
for car aerodynamics studies and, due to case complexity, past studies used
Ahmed body with Φ = 25◦ as a test case.

G. Calise
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Figure 1.3: Ahmed body model

1.2.1 Ahmed body slant angle

In [1] all the relevant works on passengers cars aerodynamics are sum-
marized. Also, a deep description of flow structures and considerations on
Ahmed body performance is presented. Summarizing, flow topology around
an Ahmed body is strongly dependent on slant angle Φ. During the tests
of Ahmed (see [3]), he investigated most relevant Φ angles in the range 0◦

to 40◦. In fact, he discovered that, in this range, can be identified three
sub-range with well defined flow behaviour:

0◦ < Φ < 15◦:
the flow is quite attached to the body and, like a bluff body, it presents
a separation zone in the wake. So, in this configuration, the wake is
considered near to two-dimensional one.

15◦ < Φ < 30◦:
the flow structure is strongly three-dimensional with a small separation
bubble on the inclined aft surface of the body; also, vortices detach from
the body rear corners, usually called C-pillar, and a larger recirculation
area is present behind the body.

30◦ < Φ < 40◦:
the flow is completely detached from the upper body corner to the

Doctoral Thesis in Aerospace Engineering
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Figure 1.4: Ahmed body’s wake structure

end of the body and C-pillar vortices disappear; thus, it is considered
two-dimensional again with a wide separation and recirculation area.

The particular behaviour of the Ahmed body is also recognizable in Fig-
ure 1.5: the CD of the Ahmed body has a minimum near Φ = 15◦; then,
it increases up to 30◦ of Φ angle and, finally, it falls down when Φ > 30◦.
The Figure 1.5 shows each contribution of Ahmed body surface to drag, as
well. As noted in [3], the front surface (c∗

K) contribution is small and almost
independent of Φ, like that of the top and bottom side panels (c∗

F ), while the
drag components due to slanted surface (c∗

S) and vertical end (also known
as base) surface (c∗

B) work in an opposite way: increasing the Φ angle, the
extent of c∗

B decreases and so the frictional drag related to it; conversely,

G. Calise
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Figure 1.5: Ahmed body’s drag coefficient breakdown

the strength of C-pillar vortices grows, along with the frictional drag due to
a larger c∗

S surface. When Φ approaches 30◦, the C-pillar vortices break up
and the frictional drag redistribute.

1.3 Literature Overview

During the years, a really wide number of studies were completed about
bluff body aerodynamics. A milestone for automotive research is [1]: this
book collects, in a well organized structure, all the main works regarding road
vehicles, along with satisfying insights about the other related topics, such as
aerodynamic principles, wind tunnels and so on. For the automotive industry,
the innovative shape of bluff body proposed by Ahmed, its characteristics

Doctoral Thesis in Aerospace Engineering



8 Chapter 1: Introduction

and results of his investigations, represented a real turning point for research
on vehicle optimization. In [3], the Ahmed body and its characteristics
are deeply analysed. Similar to [1], the books [4] and [5] provide better
understanding on the effects of each car component on performance.

The work in [6] is very similar to the one presented here. It describes
experimental tests on a 25◦ Ahmed body model equipped with a pulsed
jet device. It deals with the comparison of different pulsed jet shapes and
locations, with the aim of identify the most effective configuration. Tests
have been performed in a wind tunnel using a 1 : 1 scaled model, having a
substantial compliance with previous studies. The authors of [6] have been
focused only on pulsed jet effectiveness over the 25◦ Ahmed body model,
without investigating the pulsed jet behaviour on other shapes.

1.3.1 Previous works using passive control devices

About the drag reduction topic, different ways have been persecuted. As
a first way, the idea is to change body shape. Thus, several analysis, both
numerical and experimental, have been performed, substantially replicating
the experience of Ahmed ([7], [9], [10], [11]), but using the most recent
investigation techniques. Similarly, the second way concerns the use of
so-called passive systems, like flaps or vortex-generators, to organize the
flow field, limiting the turbulent regime and separation zones. In general,
using passive devices, it is possible to obtain up to 30% of drag reduction.
The authors of [12] have been obtained 9% of drag reduction simply using a
classical automotive deflector. Larger drag reduction has been shown in [13],
where the authors achieved up to 25% of reduction using flaps at C-pillar
locations for 30◦ Ahmed body. The papers [14] and [15] describes the use of
vortex generators in order to modify separation bubble dimension, causing
less drag of about 12% and 10%, respectively. Even if passive devices are
quite simple to design, their fundamental limit is the inability to follow
vehicles cruise speed changes: in other words, a passive device works properly
only in the cruise condition at which it has been designed.

G. Calise
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1.3.2 Previous works using active control devices

Conversely, the latter and most recent way used to reduce drag is using
the so-called active devices: in principle, such devices can be adapted to
cruise speed variations, modifying their operating parameters, along with a
very limit impact on vehicle shape. Thus, these characteristics make active
devices really attractive for automotive applications. Active devices differ
from passive device for the need of providing power to their operations.
Several kind of active control devices can be identified: a first classification
can be made distinguishing from suction devices to pulsed jets; also, pulsed
jets can be split in other categories, that are steady or unsteady blowing jets
and synthetic jets. The value of the mean mass flow distinguishes the former
pulsed jet types from the latter: while steady or unsteady blowing jets have a
non-zero mean mass flow, synthetic jets have a zero mean mass flow. In other
words, blowing jets use pressured air from a tank, while synthetic jets do not
need any reservoir, taking supply air from the boundary layer. Therefore,
in principle, synthetic jets demand less power for working as compared
with blowing jets, even if their production is more complex and costly. The
researches on active devices performance to limit vehicle drag have shown the
chance to achieve positive results up to 15%. Most of these works deal with
25◦ Ahmed body. In [16] and [17], the use of steady aspiration on the top
of the slant surface allowed 17% of drag reduction and, also, a suppression
of the separation area. Experimental tests with synthetic jets on the top of
the slant surface (see [18]) have shown positive effects (∆D = −8%). Tests
with pulsed jets (see [19]) showed to be less efficient than the synthetic jets
(∆D = −5.7%); numerical analyses, using steady blowing jets in conjunction
with suction at the slant top edge, produce a little bit more than 7% of
reduction (see [20]), while in [21], using only steady blowing jets, the drag
reduction is of 6%. Advanced techniques for controlling pulsed jets, in order
to produce feedback controlled periodic signals, display better results with
∆D = −15% (see [22], [23] and [24]).

Doctoral Thesis in Aerospace Engineering
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1.4 On designing of active control devices

Active devices performance depends on several parameters, which have
to be selected properly. For unsteady pulsed jet devices, the principal
parameters are surely: the mass flow injected into the boundary layer, the jet
oscillations frequency, the inflow location and the inflow angle. Considering
that numerous other parameters (i.e., how the system generate the desired
jet, ...) could be taken into account, it seems evident the complexity involved
in the designing of active control devices. Therefore, it’s necessary to make
smaller the field of investigation, focusing only on the most influencing ones.

For the analyses described within this work, two pulsed jet generation
systems have been investigated: an unsteady blowing device and a mechanical
synthetic jet device. Due to aforementioned system complexity, only a
parameter subset has been investigated, keeping constant the remaining
ones. The scope has been to identify, if exists, any operating condition of
such devices able to reduce drag of bluff bodies under test. The system
effectiveness analyses have included both Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) simulations and wind tunnel measurements.

In the following sections, all the analyses results will be presented and
discussed. In Chapter 2, the bluff bodies used during the experimental
tests are presented and a more deep insight on active devices under test is
proposed; some outlines on the design of a mechanical synthetic jet device
are also provided.

In Chapter 3, are summarized CFD simulations performed using CD-
adapco’s Star–CCM+ software. These simulations concern Ahmed body, with
Φ = 25◦ and Φ = 35◦, and a simplified shape of a real car, that is a Fiat Punto
Classic. Preliminary two-dimensional simulations on 25◦ Ahmed body have
been used to find out conditions which maximize drag reduction, for each
parameter under investigation; then, via three-dimensional simulations, the
effectiveness of all optimal conditions simultaneously was tested. Simulations
have been used for comparison with experimental tests, as well.

In Chapter 4, experimental tests performed in the wind tunnel test
facility of the University of Naples ‘Federico II‘ are presented. The used
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measurements equipments are described and data from tests are presented
and commented.

The Chapter 5 presents a simplified model, based on electro-acoustic
analogy, for the analysis and optimization of unsteady pulsed jet devices.
The idea has been to create a tool capable to estimate output velocity of a
pulsed jet system, in which all available connection lines, from the generation
system to the output slit, can be taken into account. In this way, the proper
tube length can be properly chosen in order to maximize output velocity
with less energy demand.

Finally, the final Chapter 6 recaps the principal results of the whole
study and suggests some possible future developments.
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Chapter 2
Bluff body models and active
control devices under test

In this Chapter, the bluff bodies and active control devices used during
the experimental tests are presented. Also, some outlines on the design of a
mechanical synthetic jet device are provided.

2.1 The Ahmed body model

The Ahmed body model used for both numerical and experimental
analyses is a 1 : 1 scale of the body used in [3], shown in Figure 1.3. This
model has been designed and realized with the capability of replacing several
parts, in order to investigate slightly different configuration. In particular,
the Figure 2.1 shows the modular approach used in designing of such body.

Such model is composed of two parts which do not change during all
the analysis, the bottom and the top ones; conversely, the rear end, the
blowing chamber and the blowing plate, can be substituted with others
of different characteristics. Each part of Ahmed body model is presented
in Figure 2.2. The bottom part plays a key role for experimental testing:
the primary measurement equipment, that are load cells, has to be firmly
fixed to this part of the model, in order to sense relative motions between
the wind tunnel frame and the model. Also, this part of the model could
be used, if necessary, as a supporting floor on which auxiliary devices can
be set. The rear end can be replaced during tests to modify the slant angle
Φ of the Ahmed body: in this way, it’s possible to investigate different
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(a) CAD assembled view (b) CAD exploded view

Figure 2.1: Ahmed body model - CAD representation

flow field due to different value of Φ. Two different rear end parts have
been realized, one with Φ = 25◦ and the other with Φ = 35◦, relating to
fast-back and square-back cars respectively. The scope has been to compare
the effectiveness of active control devices on these two flow fields. Other
replaceable parts are the blowing chamber and the blowing plate: the former
can be modified to increase or decreased the volume of fluid inside the
chamber, while the latter can be adjusted to modify the angle at which the
flow is put into the boundary layer and the delivered mass flow rate. Finally,
the top part completes the shape of the Ahmed body model.

The Ahmed body model for testing has been realized in PROLAB 65,
a polyurethane machinable slab, with a three-axis CNC milling machine.
The model overall weight is about 14.5 kg. Some pictures of the realization
phase are in Figure 2.3.

The initial prototype set-up has three anchor points for the load cells
(three load cells configuration); however, during the tests, some irregularities
has been noted and it has been necessary to modify this layout, passing to a
more easy two load cells configuration. In the three load cells configuration,
two load cells are in the rear part, one per side, below the blowing chamber,
while the remaining one is in the symmetry plane, at the front. Conversely,
the two load configuration has both the load cells in the symmetry plane, one
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(a) Top part (b) Bottom part

(c) 25◦ Ahmed body end part (d) 35◦ Ahmed body end part

(e) 25◦ blowing chamber (f) 25◦ blowing plate

Figure 2.2: Ahmed body parts - CAD representation

at the front and the other at the rear. The difference between the two con-
figurations are visible in Figure 2.4. Finally, as an example, the 35◦ Ahmed
body installation inside the wind tunnel facility is shown in Figure 2.5.

The role of the blowing plate configuration

As it will be explained later, the inflow angle (φ), that is the angle
at which the mass flow rate is injected, along with the inflow velocity
(Vjet), namely the velocity which causes the desired mass flow rate, are very
important parameters for the proper working of unsteady blowing devices.
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(a) Prototype before painting (b) Top part after painting

Figure 2.3: Ahmed body model - Real prototype

Anyway, while the amount of mass flow rate may be changed in other ways,
i.e. increasing initial pressure, the inflow angle is fixed by the blowing plates
design. It has to be noticed that, for the scope of this work, inflow angle
(φ) is defined as the angle between the pulsed jet direction and the Ahmed
body slanted surface (c∗

S).

For the scope of this work, the blowing plate configuration depends
strictly both on active control device and on bluff body model under test.
All of the blowing plates used have a rectangular slit from which the mass
flow can exit. In order to reduce the number of parameters involved, the
length, the thickness and the depth of the slit are fixed; thus, the shape of
the channel, which develops in the blowing plate thickness, may be chosen.
Also, the slit location is an important parameter and it has been chosen
considering results of several two-dimensional simulations. Mainly, two
inflow angle have been tested: φ = 20◦ and φ = 90◦, where the latter
identifies a pulsed jet direction perpendicular to surface. Thus, the former
plates have a curved converged channel, into the blowing thickness, in order
to increase the output velocity from the slit, while the latter plates have a
straight rectangular channel. Major details on the used blowing plates will
be provided later.
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(a) Three-cells configuration

(b) Two-cells configuration

Figure 2.4: Ahmed body model - Load cells configuration

2.2 The simplified FIAT Punto car model

After a deep analysis of active control devices performance on a simplified
car model, such as the Ahmed body, the same devices have been tested
on a real car, as well. So, a model of an existing car, the FIAT Punto
Classic, has been realized. The model is about 1 : 4 scaled model of the
real car: the maximum dimensions of the model are listed in Table 2.1. The
model has been designed starting from the real car shape, eliminating non
relevant parts, as windshield wipers, outer door handles, rear-view mirror,
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Figure 2.5: The 35◦ Ahmed body wind tunnel installation

Dimension (max) [m]
Length 0.965 m
Width 0.400 m
Height 0.376 m
Ground Height 0.070 m

Table 2.1: Maximum dimensions of the FIAT Punto model

etc. Also, the rotating motion of the wheels has not been taken into account.
In Figure 2.8 the two shapes are compared.

As the Ahmed body model, the FIAT Punto model has been made
using a modular approach. Unlike the Ahmed body, the FIAT Punto model
has been realized using Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM). Even if FDM
technique allows the creation of complex geometries and entities with very
low level of end products, it is yet an expensive production method. In
fact, in order to have high level of accuracy in shape definition, suitable
component dimensions and time of production, it is necessary to use very
costly equipment. Hence, model parts has been defined in order to match
limits of the available FDM machine. The FIAT Punto model, as can be
seen in Figure 2.7, consists of three main parts:

• the bottom, at which load cells are attached;

• the top, which encloses the internal model volume and define the shape
of the car;
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2.2: The simplified FIAT Punto car model 19

(a) Real Car Shape (b) Simplified Car Shape

Figure 2.6: FIAT Punto Classic - Real and simplified shapes

Figure 2.7: FIAT Punto Classic - Exploded view

• the blowing chamber, which consists of two different parts, the chamber
and the blowing plates, that could be changed for testing different
configurations.

The FIAT Punto model has the same connection to wind tunnel of the
Ahmed body model: two load cells are located in the model symmetry plane,
being the junction between model and wind tunnel frame.
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(a) Top view (b) Section view

Figure 2.8: FIAT Punto Classic - Load cells configuration

2.3 Active Control Devices

Operations of active control devices involve a large number of parameters,
which can be set to match the desired target. During the years, several
studies dealt with the problem of controlling boundary layer separation to
improve airfoils or wings aerodynamic efficiency. Most of these showed that
trough the use of a steady blowing or suction within the boundary layer,
separation can be delayed or eliminated. Nevertheless, the power needs
and the complex controlling technique related to these devices have pushed
them out of production. Recently, the idea of using unsteady control device,
instead of steady ones, has seemed more promising. Even if control laws
continue to be an issue, unsteady device should require less power, as they
intend to use frequency to guide boundary layer reattachment.

In [25], the author deals with the problem of improve aircraft endurance
by means of turbulent separation control. Initially, he resumes the main
results in boundary layer control using unsteady devices, highlighting that
the effectiveness of this techniques is mainly dependent on the so-called
reduced frequency F+ and jet momentum coefficient Cµ:

F+ = f ∗Xact

Vinf
(2.1)

Cµ = 2h
Xact

(
Vmean
Vinf

)2
+ 2h
Xact

(
V

′

Vinf

)2

(2.2)
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in which f is the jet frequency, Xact is the distance between the injection
point and the model trailing edge, Vinf is the free stream velocity, h is the slot
exit extension, Vmean is the average outlet velocity from the device and V ′

is the oscillating part of the outlet velocity from the device. Using this non-
dimensional quantities, Seifert, Wygnanski and Tinapp ([26], [27], [28], [29])
suggest that the most effective forcing frequency for flow control is F+ ≈ 1;
about the momentum coefficient, they discovered that, for a steady jet, it
has to be in the range 0.002−0.010. To achieve this objectives, two different
kinds of unsteady jet device have been arranged and tested: the former is an
‘Unsteady Blowing Device’ (UB), while the latter is a mechanical ‘Synthetic
Jet Device’ (SJ). The main difference among these device is both the way
of producing and also the average value of output velocity. The UB device
is a system which uses pressurized air to produce a non-zero mean output
velocity; conversely, the SJ device captures flow from the boundary layer,
energizes it, and ejects a signal with zero mean output velocity. In other
words, the UB device is a non-zero mean mass flow device, while the SJ
is a zero-mean mass flow device. Anyway, it has to be noticed that the
name ‘Synthetic Jet Device’ is used to highlight the capability of such device
of producing, starting from a certain distance from the output section, a
almost steady jet; this artificial (synthetic) steady jet is obtained stimulating
characteristic boundary layer frequencies, which, in turn, causes flow to
reattach. In the light of this, it is clear the great interest towards synthetic
jet devices, that promises less power demand respect to other active control
techniques.

2.3.1 Unsteady Blowing Device under test

The unsteady blowing device used during experimental tests is presented
in Figure 2.9. It consists of a main compressor tank, connected by means of
tubing, to other device components. Flow from the main tank goes into the
so-called compensation tank, that stabilizes the flow from the compressor.
Then, the flow passes through a electrically controlled rotating valve, that
converts steady flow from the tank to unsteady one (see Figure 2.10): the
rotating valve is driven by a stepper motor, whose RPMs can be set changing
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Figure 2.9: Unsteady Blowing Device under test

voltage supply. Finally, unsteady flow from the rotating valve goes into the
test model, where a blowing terminal is disposed: the blowing terminal is
composed of the blowing chamber and the blowing plates, from which the
unsteady jet is deployed. Therefore, overall UB performance depends on
several parameters, each one influences unsteady jet production. The tested
UB device geometrical arrangement is presented in Table 2.2, where L1, d1,
L2, d2, L3, d3 are lengths and diameters of tubing segments.

During experimental tests, the compressor pressure and voltage supply,
of the stepper motor, have been changed in order to investigate the effective-
ness of different system operational conditions in controlling and reducing
boundary layer separation. Also, depending on the tested model, blowing
chamber and blowing plate have been changed and compared.
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Figure 2.10: Unsteady Blowing Device - Electrically driven rotating valve

Compressor
Volume 100 L

Pressure (max) 12 atm
Compensantion Tank
Volume 10 L

Rotating Valve
Stepper Motor 0 V to 12 VSupply

Tubing segments
L1 1.500 m
d1 0.0254 m
L2 1.800 m
d2 0.0127 m
L3 1.000 m
d3 0.0095 m

Table 2.2: Unsteady Blowing Device - System geometry

The UB 25◦ blowing plate

The terminal part of the UB device is composed of two sub-components,
that are the blowing chamber and the blowing plate. For the 25◦ rear end
Ahmed body, only one configuration of blowing plate and blowing chamber
has been tested. The CAD representation of this tested configuration
is shown in Figure 2.11a, in which it is also compared with the similar
configuration for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body. In this configuration, the
overall blowing chamber volume is about 0.001 18 m3; furthermore, inside
the blowing chamber, there are 4 walls which divide the chamber and the
blowing plate into smaller ones. As it will more clear later, the blowing
plate has a rectangular slit, which dimensions are 0.379 m of length and
0.002 m of width; the slit is located with its middle point at 0.005 m from
the starting point (corner) of the slanted surface c∗

S. Along the thickness of
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(a) 25◦ rear end Ahmed body (b) 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

Figure 2.11: UB blowing plates and chambers

the blowing plate, the blowing channel is slightly convergent, in order to
increase the magnitude of the outlet velocity; also, the channel shape has
been designed to obtain velocity vector with inflow angle φ = 20◦ referred
to the slanted surface, that correspond to 5◦ of inclination to the horizontal
plane.

The UB 35◦ blowing plate

As the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body, for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body only
one configuration of blowing plate and blowing chamber has been tested.
The CAD representation of the tested configuration is shown in Figure 2.11b.
The overall blowing chamber volume is about 0.001 39 m3 and it is also
divided into 4 smaller chamber by means of wall. These walls extends up to
the blowing plate, which has the same rectangular slit of the blowing plate
for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body (length of 0.379 m and width of 0.002 m).
Slit positioning, blowing channel shape and inflow angle (φ), relative to the
slanted surface, are the same as the blowing plate of the 25◦ rear end Ahmed
body; but, the inflow angle referred to the horizontal plane is larger (15◦).

2.3.2 Synthetic Jet Devices under test

Generally speaking, the synthetic jet (SJ) is an actuator commonly
adopted to control the boundary layer separation. It consists in a closed
cavity with an opening on its top surface. The studies of [30] and [31]
highlight the attractive advantage of using synthetic jets, compared with the
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traditional continuous and pulsed jets: they apply momentum transfer from
the outer to the inner part of the boundary layer to be controlled, without
the introduction of mass flow rate.

About the operation of a synthetic jet, it is characterized by two phases:
in the first one, the flow leaves the cavity, whereas in the other one, the
flow is sucked within the cavity. Through the jet blowing phase, high
momentum flux is ejected in the boundary layer inner region, where it could
be requested to prevent separation: during this phase, the formation of
two counter-rotating vortices may be observed. This vortex propagation
is interrupted during the ingestion phase, as the flow moves towards the
cavity: during the suction phase, the flow coming from the boundary layer
outer region is forced to move towards the wall. Thus, also during this
phase, high momentum fluid is transferred from the exterior to the near
wall region. Furthermore, two counter-rotating vortices generated during
the blowing phase allow to increase the mixing process in the inner part of
the boundary layer, and give a further contribution to the boundary layer
laminar separation delay.

In order to produce this kind of unsteady jet, a mechanical device has
been designed and produced for test purposes. Starting from the work [32],
a mechanical synthetic jet device has been designed and further details on SJ
dimensioning are presented in §2.3.2. The system depicted in Figure 2.12b
is made up of mechanical engines, driven by an electrical motor. Engines are
common internal combustion ones, properly adapted to have only one duct:
thus, the engine head, where usually there are intake and exhaust valves,
has been modified fusing valve ducts into only one. In this way, cylinder
inlet and outlet coincide and it can work like the closed cavity (chamber)
of a synthetic jet. Excitation of the air inside the chamber is provided
by the piston: during its run toward the bottom dead centre, it create a
depression inside the cylinder which sucks air from the duct; conversely,
when it run towards the top dead centre, it pushes air outside from the
cylinder (blowing). Thus, the operation of such device is very similar to a
typical synthetic jet actuator.
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(a) SJ Inverter (b) Mechanical SJ

Figure 2.12: Synthetic jet device under test

Overview on design of a mechanical SJ

The work [32] explains how to design a mechanical SJ device and shows
some bench tests on such device, too. Basically, the idea followed by the
author is to realize a simple and compact mechanical device able to behave
like a synthetic jet. Thus, the role of a typical SJ chamber is played by the
cylinder, while the piston movements have to produce the same behaviour
as the SJ membrane. In the light of this, fluid conservation laws along with
SJ non-dimensional parameters, such as Cµ and F+, have to be the same
for both devices.

ṁ = ρVjetAjet (2.3)

F+ = f Xact

Vinf
(2.4)

Cµ = h (ρV 2)jet
c (ρV 2)inf

(2.5)

where Vjet is the outlet velocity from the slot, Ajet is the slot area, Xact is
the slot location from the body trailing edge, f is the jet frequency, Vinf is
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the free-stream velocity, h is the slot width and c is the body longitudinal
dimension.

As reported before, to be effective, an unsteady jet device has to have
F+ ≈ 1 and Cµ in the range 0.002 − 0.010. Thus, fixing F+ = 1 and
Cµ = 0.002, it is possible to identify the corresponding value of the cylinder
volume, which can be obtained multiplying the piston maximum stroke times
the cylinder bore. From the reduced frequency F+ equation, it is possible
to verify that the jet location, which causes xte = 0.215 m, is effective if the
unsteady jet frequency is about f = 100/s. Similarly, the equation (2.5)
allows to verify that the slot width (h) of 0.002 m is suitable to obtain a
sufficient amount of Cµ.

Considering that ṁ has to be the same both at the internal combustion
outlet and at the blowing plate outlet, is it possible to determine the maxi-
mum piston stroke. From Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations,
that will be dealt with in the § 3, it resulted that the minimum effective
steady jet velocity is Vjet = 40 m/s: using this value as a target for the
mechanical SJ device and assuming, not far from reality, that cylinder stroke
can be described by sine wave (x(t) = X sin(2π f t)), it is possible to deter-
mine the cylinder maximum stroke. Due to mass conservation law, the stroke
is related to the cylinder outlet section Acyl, so that it has been fixed to
0.000 49 m2, which correspond to a cylinder diameter (dcyl) of 0.025 m. From
equation (2.6), using Ajet = 0.379 m x 0.002 m = 0.000 758 m2, Vjet = 40 m/s
and f = 100/s, it results that X = 0.106 m. Thus, multiplying Acyl times
X, it results the required cylinder volume, that is 51.90 cm3.

ṁ = (ρV A)jet = ρ
dx

dt
Acyl ⇒ X = (V A)jet

(2π f) cos(2π f t)Acyl
(2.6)

Due to the strong connection between frequency and outlet velocity, such
devices don’t allow to uncouple Cµ and F+: thus, the mechanical SJ device
produced for testing has more than one cylinder, with the scope of having
much higher Cµ at the same F+ using several in-phase cylinders. Anyway,
all the data presented in this work are relative to the operations of only one
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Internal Combustion Engine
Volume 35.8 cm3

Stroke 30 mm
Bore 39 mm
Electrical motor (Driver)

Speed 0 RPM to 3500 RPM
Torque (max) 0 N m
Power (max) 0 kW
Gear ratio 1 : 2

Tubing segments
L1 0.700 m
d1 0.0318 m
L2 1.800 m
d2 0.0254 m
L3 0.500 m
d3 0.0254 m

Table 2.3: Synthetic Jet Device - System geometry

cylinder of the mechanical SJ device. Finally, it has to be noticed that, in
order to use commercially available products, the mechanical SJ cylinders
chosen are a bit smaller than required, as it is shown in Table 2.3.

The SJ device under test includes some other components in addition
to cylinders: an essential role is played by connection tubes and blowing
chamber: in fact, in order to use the SJ, it is essential to connect the engine
duct to the blowing plates, devoted to distribute air into the boundary layer.
As for the UB device and with more relevance for the SJ device, tubing
lengths and diameters affect operating resonance of the SJ device. Ideally, if
the device works in resonance condition, the output velocity could be higher
with less power demand. Usually, SJ device works in resonance conditions
to improve performance. The SJ under test, as the UB device, is composed
by three sections of tubing, the dimensions of which are listed in Table 2.3.
The tubing arrangement is a sort of tree branches: the section #1 (L1,d1)
splits into two sections #2 (L2,d2) and, then, into four sections #3 (L3,d3),
which are connected to the blowing chamber. Due to the different slant
angle, blowing chamber of the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body (0.000 178 m3) is
slightly larger than the one of the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body (0.000 166 m3).
Both blowing chamber are very smaller compared to those of the UB device,
as the effective volume of the SJ device is that of the mechanical cylinder.
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The SJ 25◦ blowing plates

For the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body, the performance of three different
blowing plates for the SJ device have been compared. All the three blowing
plates are shown in Figure 2.13. These blowing plates have the same slit
positioning and dimensions (0.379 m x 0.002 m), but they differ for the inflow
angle. While the #1 blowing plate has the inflow angle φ = 20◦, from the
slanted surface (c∗

S), both the #2 and #3 have inflow angle φ = 90◦, so
as the flow from the slit is perpendicular to the surface. Also, while the
#1 and #2 blowing plates have some interruptions along the slit, the #3
has no interruptions: a similar comparison between the #2 and #3 blowing
plates is reported in [33] and, here, it has been replicated. Nevertheless, it
has to be noticed that, as for the UB plates, the #1 blowing plate presents
a convergent duct shape in the plate thickness, while the #2 and #3 are
straight. All of these blowing plates have been realized by means of FDM
technique.

The SJ 35◦ blowing plates

The blowing plates used for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body with SJ device
are two: they are similar (Figure 2.14) except for the inflow angle. As the
#1 blowing plate, the #4 blowing plate has an inflow angle φ = 20◦ from
the slanted surface (c∗

S), which it results in a rotation of about 15◦ clockwise
to the horizontal plane. In order to have the same flow rotation as the #1,
the blowing plate #5 has been designed and realized: it has an inflow angle
φ = 30◦ relative to the slanted surface and exactly the same configuration
of the #4 plate. In this way, inflow angle sensitivity of the 35◦ rear end
Ahmed body has been investigated. All of these blowing plates have been
realized by means of FDM technique.
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(a) #1 (b) #2

(c) #3

Figure 2.13: SJ blowing plates - #1/#2/#3

Figure 2.14: SJ blowing plates - #4/#5
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Chapter 3
Numerical Simulations

Today, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are one of the
key analysis methods used for engineering applications. Their role is to help
to better understand the physics phenomena which involve natural elements
like wind, storms, floods, or sea waves. In the aerodynamic field, the role of
CFD simulations is both to reduce expensiveness of experimental tests and
to compare different configurations much quicker. This is the motivation of
the great increasing interest on CFD, especially for the automotive industry.
Furthermore, differently from aerospace, where semi-empirical models allow
to preliminary design and performance estimation of an aircraft, automotive
design do not have similar models to estimate interactions between several
components. Thus, the need to use extensively experimental tests and,
nowadays, CFD simulations.

Among the different models to numerically solve Navier-Stokes equations,
CFD simulations in this work has been done using Reynolds averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. RANS equations are the lowest model
generally available within a CFD solver. Even if it is not the more accurate, it
allows to obtain flow field solution quicker as compared with Detached Eddy
Simulations (DES), Large Eddy Simulations (LES) or Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS). To be solved, RANS equations need to be specified the
so-called boundary conditions, which are physical conditions on numerical
domain boundaries, along with turbulence model. Usually, a number of
turbulence models are available in the CFD solver and solution accuracy
could be influenced by the choice of the proper one. Thus, the importance
of the expertise of the CFD operator, as well as for the grid generation.
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3.1 Preliminary thoughts on CFD simulations

In this work, CFD simulations have been used as preliminary tool in
order to analyse active control device sensitivity to its parameters changes,
before the design and production of such devices for wind tunnel testing.
For this reason, the aim of these simulations is to compare bluff bodies drag
performance in response to several different operational conditions of the
active control device. So, due to the comparison purpose, numerical simula-
tions are not aimed to estimate the exact value of body drag, but, instead,
to know how this drag amount can be influenced. All CFD simulations have
been executed with the CD-adapco’s Star–CCM+ software.

Firstly, CFD simulations have been intended to discover an effective
design condition for an active control device able to reduce drag of a bluff
body, such as the Ahmed body. By means of two-dimensional simulations,
a number of parameters have been investigated, like active control device
location (xpos), inflow angle (φ), average jet velocity (Vjet) and frequency (f).
When the most effective jet configuration has been identified, it has been
verified with three-dimensional simulations. Lastly, the three-dimensional
simulations have been used to phenomenologically compare what has been
observed during wind tunnel tests. It has to be noticed that, due to the
computational expensiveness of such simulations, their number has been
limited as lower as possible.

3.2 Two-dimensional simulations on 25◦ rear
end Ahmed body

The computational domain used for two-dimensional simulation is shown
in Figure 3.1, along with the description of physical conditions applied on
the domain boundaries. As can be seen, the velocity condition at the inlet
boundary is replicated on the floor boundary, with the aim to simulate the
presence of a rolling belt: in fact, in automotive industry, it is usual to use
such kind of belt to reproduce the boundary layer effects experienced by the
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Figure 3.1: 2D simulation - Mesh and boundary conditions

car during travelling. So, at the inlet and at the floor boundaries, it has been
imposed a 20 m/s velocity inlet condition, with velocity vector parallel to
horizontal plane. At the outlet, pressure outlet boundary condition has been
imposed, while, at the top boundary, slip wall boundary condition has been
used. This set of boundary condition has seemed to be the more appropriate
for simulating the wind tunnel environment. On the Ahmed body with 25◦

rear end, a non-slip wall boundary condition has been imposed, in order to
simulate the development and growth of boundary layer around the body.

Overall computational domain dimensions are 10 m of length and 5 m of
height; the Ahmed body is placed inside the domain at 2.5 m from the inlet
boundary, with a clearance of 0.005 m from the floor. For grid generation,
it has been chosen the trimmed model, which generate a quite structured
computational grid. The computational grid complies some refinements:
around the body, to catch the boundary layer development; in the zone of
the slanted surface, where strong flow separation should occur, and in the
body wake. So, the two-dimensional computational domain counts almost
300000 cells. As extensively explained in [34], after a comparison among the
different turbulence models available in the Star–CCM+ software, the SST
k-ω has been selected, which is well documented to be more appropriate
where large flow separations are expected.
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Before introducing active control device effects on Ahmed body, some
simulations have been performed on so-called clean configuration with the
aim of analysing pressure distribution and discovering the location at which
separation starts. To do this, some line probes has been created over the
Ahmed body surface, by the slanted surface. Using line probes is possible to
extract flow quantities, such as pressure, velocity and so on, along the line: in
this way, it has been possible to reconstruct velocity into the boundary layer.
Having the velocity boundary profile, it is possible to identify separation
point: in fact, when velocity near the boundary is reversed, this location
can be assumed as separation point. In Figure 3.2, it is shown the first
velocity profile in which the velocity is reversed near the wall: it is relative
to the line probe 8, located at 0.002 m from the corner. Knowing this, the
idea is to introduce active control jet rather close this location, in order to
influence separation and to cause flow reattachment.

In all two-dimensional simulations, results are presented as mean values,
where the average is computed over the last 1000 iterations, and the average
value of drag coefficient is indicated as CD∗.
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(a) Line probes distribution

(b) Boundary layer velocity profile

Figure 3.2: Separation point identification

3.2.1 Steady jets on Ahmed body

Introducing active control device to reduce drag, it is necessary to
investigate effectiveness of each parameter in doing the desired task. So,
first of all, the control jet has been investigated as steady jet: in this way,
steady jet parameters have been supposed as starting point for unsteady jet
ones. In fact, it has been assumed that the velocity (Vjet), inflow angle (φ)
and position (xpos), of an effective steady jet are the same for an unsteady
jet.

To introduce the active control jet in the simulations, a new boundary
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has been created. For this boundary, which width and position could be
modified parametrically, velocity inlet boundary condition has been used.
It has to be noticed that, using two-dimensional simulations, jet outlet
section is defined only by its width and, so, no information can be gathered
regarding its length: in other words, in two-dimensional simulations, the jet
outlet section is modelled as an infinite length channel, which width has
been assumed, initially, as 0.005 m. Assuming a value for jet outlet section
width allows to reduce the number of parameters to investigate; conversely,
it limits the analyses to a small set of the all effective and suitable system
configurations.

In [34], it is also shown how the introduction of a steady jet influences
the boundary layers, before and after the identified separation point.

Inflow angle (φ) effects

The first parameter analysed is the inflow angle (φ) in Figure 3.3a .
It is useful to remember that, in the context of this work, inflow angle
is defined as the angle between the jet velocity direction and the slanted
surface: positive values of inflow angle denote counter-clockwise rotations
starting from slanted surface.

As for each parameter, investigations are carried out keeping fixed all
the remaining parameter. In other words, inflow angle effectiveness has been
evaluated ranging φ from 0◦ to 25◦, while the jet location and velocity have
been kept constant, respectively to xpos = +0.005 m, from the corner, and
Vjet = 50 m/s. The limiting values of φ have been fixed considering that
φ = 0◦ corresponds to a really tangential flow on the surface, while φ = 25◦

corresponds to a inflow velocity parallel to the horizontal plane, for the 25◦

rear end Ahmed body.
In Figure 3.3b it is shown the CD∗ for different values of φ, while numerical

data are presented in Table 3.1. From results seems that exists a range of
angles (5◦ < φ < 20◦) in which the CD∗ does not change. This result is
interesting because suggests that, when xpos = +0.005 m and Vjet = 50 m/s,
small variations of φ does not influence the CD reduction, preventing for
any eventual production or mounting error.
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(a) Inflow angle (φ) definition (b) Influence of φ angle on CD
∗

Figure 3.3: Influence of φ angle on CD∗

φ CD
∗

0◦ 0.070
5◦ 0.048
10◦ 0.045
15◦ 0.049
20◦ 0.049
25◦ 0.059

Table 3.1: Influence of φ angle on CD∗

Position (xpos) effects

Secondly, the jet positioning effect has been investigated. As before,
some other parameters like inflow angle and velocity have been kept fixed
to φ = 15◦ and Vjet = 50 m/s. The range of position evaluated starts from
0.01 m before the corner, indicated with − sign, to 0.015 m after the corner,
with + sign, and jet positioning is referred to the middle point of the velocity
inlet boundary, as it is shown in Figure 3.4a.

The Figure 3.4b shows the results of these simulations and numerical
values are reported in Table 3.2: from these result that the best position,
using Vjet =50 m/s and φ =15◦, is xpos = +0.010 m.

To take in account cross-influence of xpos and φ, some other simulations
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(a) Jet positioning reference (b) Influence of φ angle on CD
∗

Figure 3.4: Influence of xpos on CD∗

Posizione CD
∗

[m] φ = 15◦

−0.010 0.053
−0.005 0.126
+0.005 0.049
+0.010 0.044
+0.015 0.045

Table 3.2: Influence of xpos on CD∗

have been run. They consider the same range of position, −0.01 m ≤ xpos ≤
0.015 m, and other two inflow angles, φ = 5◦ and φ = 15◦ respectively. Data,
in terms of CD∗ variations, are displayed in Figure 3.5 and in Table 3.3.
Even if the minimum of CD∗ occurs for xpos = +0.015 m with φ = 5◦,
there are some practical issues to realize such jet. By the way, another
important result is clear: the position at +0.005 m from the corner is the
less sensitive to φ variations. This consideration is of great interest because,
as stated before, it ensure to have beneficial effects on CD also in presence
of misalignment of φ, due to production or mounting issues.
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Figure 3.5: Cross-effects of φ and xpos on CD

xpos CD
∗ CD

∗ CD
∗

[m] φ = 5◦ φ = 15◦ φ = 25◦

−0.010 0.061 0.053 0.146
−0.005 0.066 0.126 0.149
+0.005 0.048 0.049 0.059
+0.010 0.039 0.044 0.074
+0.015 0.037 0.045 0.092

Table 3.3: Cross-effects of φ and xpos on CD

Minimum effective velocity (Vjet)

Lastly, by means of steady two-dimensional simulations, it has been
evaluated the minimum value of jet velocity (Vjet) which cause the maximum
drag reduction. The Vjet value is one of the most important parameter for
designing an active control device because it defines the amount of mass flow
that the device must provide. Once again, simulations about jet velocity
effect have been made keeping constant jet position (xpos = +0.005 m) and
inflow angle (φ = 15◦). The value of φ has been also established considering
practical problems in producing smaller φ angles. The Vjet velocities have
been investigated up to 50 m/s.

Data from simulations suggest that: until Vjet is less than 20 m/s, jet is al-
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Figure 3.6: Jet velocity (Vjet) effects on CD

Vjet CD
∗

[m/s] φ = 15◦

0 0.127
10 0.119
20 0.112
30 0.078
40 0.051
50 0.049

Table 3.4: Jet velocity (Vjet) effects on CD

most ineffective on reducing CD; jet starts to be effective when Vjet > 30 m/s.
Furthermore, if the Vjet is higher than 40 m/s, no more drag reduction has
been experienced. The CD∗ curve for various value of Vjet is presented
in Figure 3.6, while numerically is listed in Table 3.4.

3.2.2 Unteady jets on Ahmed body

By means of steady two-dimensional simulations, some main character-
istics of the active control device have been identified. Steady simulations
have proven the capability of a steady jet, with specific parameters, to
reduce the wake behind a bluff body, as the Ahmed body, and, consequently,
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its pressure drag. Important results of these simulations are:

- the inflow angle has to be smaller as possible, considering production
and mounting issues;

- Vjet has to be 40 m/s as minimum;

- xpos = 0.005 m seems to be the best jet position.

In the light of these, it is possible to introduce another parameter, the
frequency f , which allows to convert a steady jet to unsteady one. The
motivation of passing from steady jet to unsteady one is quite simple:
generally speaking, a steady jet requires more energy than an equivalent
unsteady jet, even if the latter is more complex to realize. Also, unsteadiness
generated by such active control device could be beneficial in reducing drag,
as documented in [27]. By two-dimensional unsteady simulations, both
types of unsteady jet, unsteady blowing jet and synthetic jet, have been
compared. Hence, the main scope of these unsteady simulations on 25◦ rear
end Ahmed body is to discover, if it exists, which jet frequency f could
increase drag reduction.

Unteady blowing jets on Ahmed body

To simulate an unsteady blowing jet the velocity inlet boundary condition
has been slightly modified. Instead of a constant value for velocity magnitude,
it has been used a sinusoidal expression to evaluate velocity at each simulation
time step. Furthermore, because an unsteady blowing jet is a non-zero mean
mass flow device, it has been introduce a mean shift of velocity, namely Vm.
Using results from steady blowing simulations, inflow angle φ has been fixed
at 10◦, while two positions xpos, at 0.005 m before and after the corner, and
several values of frequency f were investigated. The average value of velocity
Vm has been fixed at 25 m/s, so as the unsteady blowing jet reaches the
same maximum value of velocity used for the steady blowing (Vjet = 50 m/s).
Keeping constant Vm, the frequency f has assumed values ranging from
100 Hz up to 500 Hz and, at each simulation time step, velocity V (t) has
been evaluated by the equation (3.1).
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f |Vm| CD
∗ ∆CD CD

∗ ∆CD
[Hz] [m/s] [%] [%]

xpos = −0.005 m xpos = +0.005 m
w/o jet 0.127 - 0.127 -

100 25 0.152 +19.4 0.275 +117
200 25 0.227 +78.5 0.329 +159
300 25 0.226 +78.2 0.399 +214
400 25 0.251 +97.5 0.448 +253
500 25 0.257 +103 0.434 +242

Table 3.5: Unsteady blowing - Frequency effects on drag coefficient CD∗

V (t) = Vm (1 + sin( 2 π f t ) ) (3.1)

∆CD = CD
∗ − CDbase
CDbase

(3.2)

Unsteady blowing simulations results are listed in Table 3.5, where
CD

∗ variations are also presented as percentage, using the formula (3.2).
Comparing results relative to the two jet locations, as depicted in Figure 3.7:
data shows that the unsteady blowing jet seems to work better at xpos =
−0.005 m than at xpos = +0.005 m, even if it results always detrimental.
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(a) Unsteady blowing at xpos = −0.005 m - CD
∗

(b) Unsteady blowing at xpos = +0.005 m - CD
∗

Figure 3.7: Unsteady blowing - Frequency effects on drag coefficient CD∗
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Synthetic jets on Ahmed body

Similarly to unsteady blowing jet, a sinusoidal wave form has been used
for velocity inlet boundary condition to simulate a synthetic jet device.
Differently from the unsteady blowing device, a synthetic jet is a system
with a zero mass flow rate: thus, the formula (3.1) has been modified
into (3.3), considering that Vm = 0 m/s for such device. Also, in order to
have, at least, the maximum value of velocity similar to the steady blowing,
the V (t) amplitude has been set as V = 50 m/s.

V (t) = V sin( 2 π f t ) (3.3)

This kind of synthetic jet device has been tested in the same locations
of the unsteady blowing jet (xpos = −0.005 m, xpos = +0.005 m) and within
a range of frequency f from 8 Hz up to 500 Hz. Data from simulations
are listed in Table 3.6, also in percentage terms, and shown in Figure 3.8,
for both jet locations. As the unsteady blowing device, the unsteadiness
generated by these kinds of jets have detrimental effects on drag reduction
and drag increment is larger for higher value of jet frequency. Also, the
position before the corner (xpos = −0.005 m) seemed to cause a lower drag
increment.
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(a) Synthetic jet at xpos = −0.005 m - CD
∗

(b) Synthetic jet at xpos = −0.005 m - CD
∗

Figure 3.8: Synthetic jet - Frequency effects on drag coefficient CD∗
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f CD
∗ ∆CD CD

∗ ∆CD
[Hz] [%] [%]

x = −0.005 m x = +0.005 m
w/o jet 0.127 - 0.127 -

8 0.200 +57.2 0.126 −1.04
16 - - 0.125 −1.34
50 0.152 +19.8 0.132 +4.18
100 0.151 +18.9 0.158 +24
200 0.188 +47.9 0.237 +86.5
300 0.178 +39.8 0.258 +103
400 0.177 +39.6 0.352 +177
500 0.177 +39.2 0.346 +172

Table 3.6: Synthetic jet - Frequency effects on drag coefficient CD∗

Anyway, although two-dimensional simulations could be useful in the
identification of more effective jet parameters for drag reduction, it has to
be remembered that the bluff body flow field is strongly three-dimensional.
In fact, as expected, two-dimensional simulations were capable to account
effects related to skin friction drag and pressure drag, but they provide no
information about other drag mechanism, as lift induced drag, which is a
typical three-dimensional effect. In the light of this, the damaging effect
of unsteady device, recognized by means of two-dimensional simulations,
could be positive on controlling lift induced drag and, so, reducing overall
body drag. Hence, final sentences about device effectiveness in reducing
drag cannot be made without several, more expensive, three-dimensional
simulations.

3.3 Three-dimensional simulations on 25◦ rear
end Ahmed body

Three-dimensional simulations on 25◦ rear end Ahmed body have been
performed to discover, if it exists, an operating condition for unsteady jets
to reduce body drag.

Due to symmetry proprieties of both Ahmed body and computational
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(a) Three-dimensional mesh overview

(b) Mesh details around the Ahmed body

Figure 3.9: Some details of the three-dimensional computational domain

domain, it is possible to simulate only one half of the overall domain,
reducing the time and computational expensiveness of such simulations.
Boundary conditions used are the same reported in Figure 3.1, except that
for the symmetry plane, where symmetry plane boundary condition has
been disposed. This boundary condition, available in Star–CCM+ , is almost
similar to a slip wall condition, not allowing for velocity components through
the plane. Despite this, computational domain counts about 14 millions
of cells in order to be sure to catch complex three-dimensional phenomena.
Some pictures of the computational domain are shown in Figure 3.9: in
these images, refinements around the Ahmed body and for the boundary
layer are clearly visible.

Comparing two-dimensional flow field (Figure 3.10a) with three-dimensional
one on the symmetry plane (Figure 3.10b), it can be observed, both on
the front and on the rear of the Ahmed body, how the flow distribution
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change: it is almost clear that a new flow expansion appears in the front of
the Ahmed body, in its lower part, and that the wake extension is shorter.
Probably, both effects have to be accounted to the cross-flow in the body
width, which causes also the development of tip vortices. In fact, the Ahmed
body can be also referred as a finite wing, with a very low aspect-ratio, for
which tip vortices are very strong (as it is probably known, lower is the
aspect-ratio, stronger are tip vortices and higher the amount of lift induced
drag). Ultimately, the reduction of wake length, due to tip vortices, suggests
the beneficial effect of such vortices for decreasing pressure drag; however,
their presence is a clear indication of another drag contribution, well known
as lift induced drag. Each one of these contributions should be controlled to
reduce the overall body drag.

For reducing the number of three-dimensional simulations to be per-
formed, some indications about unsteady jet have been extracted by two-
dimensional simulations. Nevertheless, the needs of producing a suitable
system, for subsequent wind tunnel testing, have pointed out issues re-
lated to mass flow rate and energy: so, the outlet shape of the system
has been modified to be as simple as possible, for producing purpose; also,
its width has been reduce to decrease mass flow and energy supply de-
mand. The chosen outlet shape has been rectangular and its dimensions are:
0.379 m x 0.002 m. The chosen width of 0.002 m is more likely the typical
dimension of a synthetic jet, instead of 0.005 m used for the two-dimensional
simulations. About the device length of 0.379 m, it determines an outlet
section for the unsteady device which extends for about 90% of the Ahmed
body width. Finally, to further reduce the energy and mass flow device, it
has been used a V = 40 m/s, as maximum value, instead of V = 50 m/s.

In Table 3.7 are listed three-dimensional simulations results relative to
the unsteady blowing jet, while the data relative to the simulations with
synthetic jet are summarized in Table 3.8. While simulations with synthetic
jet consider only variations of frequency f , simulations with unsteady blowing
investigate both different values of frequency f and inflow angle φ. For both
jet type, two jet positions, xpos = −0.005 m and xpos = 0.005 m, have been
compared.
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(a) Horizontal velocity component - 2D simulation

(b) Horizontal velocity component, on symmetry plane - 3D
simulation

Figure 3.10: Flow field comparison between two-dimensional and three-
dimensional simulations

The xpos = +0.005 m has shown that:

- the most effective condition for a synthetic jet has been obtained when
f = 250 Hz;

- an unsteady blowing jet with f = 100 Hz is almost insensitive to φ
variations;

- an unsteady blowing jet with f = 200 Hz is totally insensitive to φ
variations.

In Figure 3.11 and in Figure 3.12 velocity and vorticity streamlines, on
several planes located near the Ahmed body rear end, are shown: they are
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compared with the same streamlines in the clean configuration, with the
aim to identify some flow features interested by the unsteady control jets.
As can be seen from these pictures, it seems that, while unsteady blowing
reduces visibly the separation on the slanted surface, the synthetic jet creates
unsteadiness which effects more tip vortices than separation. More clearly
these considerations can be inferred from Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, for
the unsteady blowing and for the synthetic jet respectively. These maps
show a comparison of velocity contours on several planes, located near the
Ahmed body rear end. These planes are:

- Plane 1: x̄ = 0.860 m;

- Plane 2: x̄ = 0.893 m;

- Plane 3: x̄ = 0.943 m;

where x̄ is used to denote the distance of the plane from the Ahmed front.
The Figure 3.13 and the Figure 3.14 have, on the right, velocity contours
relative to the unsteady device in operation, while, on the left, they present
the same contours relative to the condition without control device. From
these, it is evident that the unsteady blowing reduce both separation and
tip vortices, while the synthetic jet creates less coherent structures, which
effects are drag reduction. Using a formula similar to (3.2), it is possible to
estimate that, in optimal unsteady jet operating condition, the synthetic jet
is capable to produce a drag reduction of about 13%, while the unsteady
blowing is capable of about 11% of drag reduction.

The considerations extracted from these numerical simulations, as antic-
ipated in § 2, have been very useful for the production of unsteady device
tested into the wind tunnel facility.
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(a) w/o unsteady control device

(b) Synthetic jet, with f = 250 Hz and Vmax = 40 m/s

(c) Unsteady blowing, with f = 200 Hz and α = 20◦

Figure 3.11: Velocity streamlines on several planes, during optimal oper-
ating conditions
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(a) w/o unsteady control device

(b) Synthetic jet, with f = 250 Hz and Vmax = 40 m/s

(c) Unsteady blowing, with f = 200 Hz and α = 20◦

Figure 3.12: Vorticity streamlines on several planes, during optimal oper-
ating conditions
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(a) Plane 1 - w/o unsteady control device (b) f = 200 Hz, α = 20◦

(c) Plane 2 - w/o unsteady control device (d) f = 200 Hz, α = 20◦

(e) Plane 3 - w/o unsteady control device (f) f = 200 Hz, α = 20◦

Figure 3.13: Comparison of velocity contours on several planes -
Unsteady blowing
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(a) Plane 1 - w/o unsteady control device (b) f = 250 Hz, Vmax = 40 m/s

(c) Plane 2 - w/o unsteady control device (d) f = 250 Hz, Vmax = 40 m/s

(e) Plane 3 - w/o unsteady control device (f) f = 250 Hz, Vmax = 40 m/s

Figure 3.14: Comparison of velocity contours on several planes -
Synthetic jet
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3.4 Three-dimensional simulations on 35◦ rear
end Ahmed body

This set of CFD simulations have been performed after the first ex-
perimental tests on the 35◦ Ahmed body model with the aim of better
understand flow phenomena observed during wind tunnel tests. So, these
simulations are not intended to give some numerical estimation of 35◦ rear
end Ahmed body drag, but only a more exhaustive insight on flow field due
to the activation of unsteady control device.

As it will be explained more extensively in § 4, during early experimental
tests, it has been observed that, differently from 25◦ rear end Ahmed body,
unsteady control device activation causes drag increase of 35◦ rear end
Ahmed body. By means of tufts installed over the slanted surface, a curious
effect has been observed: before the jet activation, the flow is completely
detached from the rear end of the Ahmed body and no tip vortices are
present; when the jet is activated, the flow reattaches and vortices start from
Ahmed body tips. Also, at the same time, when tip vortices appear, 35◦

rear end Ahmed body drag increases widely. So, remembering that Ahmed
body behaves like a very low aspect-ratio wing, it is not wrong to assume
that tip vortices are strictly connected to generation of lift force and, also,
the related lift induced drag. Hence, the drag increase is most likely due to
the lift induced drag presence.

In Figure 3.15, it is shown an unsteady simulation solution on 35◦ rear
end Ahmed body. This picture shows some streamlines around the body
rear: the red ones are relative to the case without unsteady control device,
while the blue ones are for the case with unsteady control device. Comparing
these, the tip vortices development is evident between the two cases; also, the
drag (CD) and lift (CL) coefficients trend, reported above, highlights as the
tip vortices cause a both increase of lift and drag, justifying the hypothesis
of an increase in induced drag. In fact, induced drag increase is strictly
related to the square of the absolute value of lift, which is almost null in the
case without unsteady jet configuration. The simulated unsteady control
device is an unsteady blowing jet type (eq. (3.1)), with Vm = V = 20 m/s
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Figure 3.15: Time history of a simulation on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

and f = 50/s, with φ = 10◦. Activating the control jet, the value of lift
increases and, similarly, the induced drag; CD of the solution with active
control device is about 40% larger than the CD without active control device,
while the CL increase is much larger. It has to be noticed that CD and
CL values in Figure 3.15 must be doubled, because, in the simulations, it
has been used the whole Ahmed body frontal area as reference for force
coefficients, while simulations have been performed only on one half of it.
In Figure 3.16, the velocity distributions in the wake are compared for the
cases without and with unsteady control device. These pictures show the
positive effect of the unsteady jet device of reducing separation zone in the
symmetry plane of the Ahmed body, but, also, the detrimental effect due to
vortices.

CDi = CL
2

π AR e
(3.4)

To estimate the induced drag contribution is possible to use the well
known equation in (3.4), which relates induced drag coefficient CDi to lift
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(a) Velocity
w/o unsteady control device

(b) Velocity
w/ unsteady control device

Figure 3.16: Wake distributions of a 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

coefficient CL, body aspect ratio AR and Oswald factor e: so, to use this
formula, it is necessary to suppose a value for the so-called Oswald factor e.
A method to estimate the Oswald factor is provided in [35] and depicted
in Figure 3.17: this picture suggests that, when AR is particularly low, the
Oswald factor e reaches a limit value of about 0.96. Hence, considering that
Ahmed body AR is 0.373 and CL is about 0.275, it results CDi = 0.068
using a value of e = 0.95. This value of CDi is acceptable supposing that,
as for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body, a 10% of drag reduction occurs due
to flow reattachment in the Ahmed body symmetry. The calculus of the
CDw/ j, in the case of active control deployed, is reported in equation (3.5),
along with the estimated value of induced drag coefficient CDi.
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Figure 3.17: Oswald factor vs. Aspect ratio

CDw/ j = CDi + CDf + CDp =

CDi + 0.90CDw/o j = 0.068 + 0.126 = 0.194 (3.5)

where CDi is the induced drag coefficient, CDf and CDp are skin friction
and pressure drag coefficients, CDw/o j and CDw/ j are, respectively, overall
drag coefficients, without and with active control device deployed. Finally,
it has to be remembered that these values are referred to only an half of
Ahmed body and, thus, they have to be doubled.

3.5 Three-dimensional simulations on a FIAT
Punto Classic

As anticipated in § 2.2, unsteady control devices were also tested on a
simplified car model in order to investigate their effectiveness on a shape
more similar to a common car. In fact, while the Ahmed body allows to
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(a) Grid overview (b) Details around the car model

Figure 3.18: FIAT Punto model computational grid

well understand flow in the rear of a different car model, it does not account
effects of the front shape to the flow over the rear. The influence of the front
could not be forgotten, as that of the diffuser, the rolling tyres and other
car components.

The FIAT Punto Classic in Figure 2.6b has been used for some CFD
simulations. The mesh used for the simulations on the FIAT Punto model
is shown in Figure 3.18. As for simulations on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, a
less heavy computational grid has been used than that used for 25◦ rear end
Ahmed body. Recognizing similarities between the FIAT Punto model and
the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, simulations have been used only to verify this
similitude; so, summarizing, they have confirmed such similarities between
the flow field of the FIAT Punto Classic and the one of the 35◦ rear end
Ahmed body; so,

In Figure 3.19 are presented some flow field visualizations obtained
from CFD simulations. These point out stagnations points and expansions
as expected, along with a large separation behind the car model. The
separation zone behind the car it’s more evident in Figure 3.21: with the
help of velocity contours and streamlines, it is evident how the flow behind
the FIAT Punto Classic, in clean configuration, is widely separated; also,
effect of the car front is evident: in fact, comparing streamlines of FIAT
Punto Classic with those of the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, it is evident that
some rotational effects are present. Using the control device, of synthetic
jet type with V = 40 m/s, f = 100/s and φ = 20◦, to the rear end surface,
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the separation behind the car reduces, even if the flow seems to be more
rotational than before (Figure 3.22).

In terms of non-dimensional coefficients, increase of average values of
both CL and CD (respectively, Cy and Cx in Figure 3.22 and in Figure 3.22)
have been noticed: as can be seen from Figure 3.20, coefficients behaviour
is very similar to that found on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body; numerically,
drag coefficient CD (Cx) increase, due to control device using, is about
11%, while lift coefficient CL (Cy) is almost doubled. Hence, as for the
35◦ rear end Ahmed body, a possible reason of this could be the induced
drag increment. Using equation (3.16b), with the same value of e, since
AR = 0.965 m

0.400 m = 0.386, induced drag coefficient value results CDi = 0.018 and
CDi = 0.069, respectively before and after active control device deployment.
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(a) Velocity flow field - Front view (b) Velocity flow field - Rear view

(c) Pressure distribution over the model

Figure 3.19: Some flow visualizations around the FIAT Punto model in
clean configuration

Figure 3.20: FIAT Punto Classic - Force coefficients history
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.21: Streamlines visualizations -
FIAT Punto model w/o control device
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.22: Streamlines visualizations -
FIAT Punto model w/ control device
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Chapter 4
Wind tunnel experimental
tests

Experimental test campaign has been performed using the wind tunnel
facility of the University of Naples Federico II. The facility is located at
the Industrial Department, Aerospace section, in Naples. It is a closed loop
wind tunnel with a closed test chamber (see Figure 4.1). Test chamber
dimensions are: 1.4 m of height and 2 m of wide. Actually, the wind tunnel
is capable of producing flow velocity, in test chamber, up to 45 m/s. During
the years, turbulence level has been monitored and its values is about 0.1%.

4.1 Experimental tests measurement equip-
ments

For testing, wind tunnel and model are equipped with some measurements
instruments, briefly listed and described below. Among these, some are
useful mainly for qualitative flow understanding, while some others are
quantitative.

Wool tufts

The technique of using tufts is a very consolidate practice, mainly in
the aerospace field, to understand qualitatively flow development around
and on a body. It consists in placing a large number of short pieces of wool
on the body surface: these taped wool pieces (tufts) could be of different
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Wind tunnel facility of the University of Naples

lengths and, due to their low weight, are able to align with the local velocity
vector. In this way, the experimenter can observe how is the local velocity
distribution around a body, distinguishing between attached flow areas to
separated ones. So, tufts are disposed in the considered most relevant areas
of the model. Wool tufts have been used for all the experimental tests
reported here as a first way of investigation about flow field behaviour.

Oil Film

Oil film consists on painting some parts of the model with a very viscous
fluid, e.g. oil, in order to visualize velocity distribution on painted surface.
This technique uses flow wall shear stress to redistribute oil on the surface,
visualizing areas in which shear stress is lower: in fact, low shear stress
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value suggests flow of imminent separation or flow reattachment, in the
case of a laminar separation bubble; also, it allows to identify presence
of vortices. Hence, as the previous, oil film is a qualitative method for
investigating flow behaviour. For the scope of this thesis, oil film has been
used only for the Ahmed body: while, for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body,
there is no appreciable evidences on oil film distributions between without
and with active control device cases, for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, it
results a good method to compare oil film distribution between the two
configurations.

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

To investigate flow fields around and behind a body, Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV) can be used. PIV is a quite complex technique which
uses a series of flow field images to determine the more plausible particle
tracks. To perform PIV measurements it is necessary to seed the flow around
the body with high reflective particles; laser beam lights up these particles
and their reflections are captured with high speed cameras. As a minimum,
two images with a known time interval are necessary to perform PIV: in
fact, comparing these two images and using the cross-correlation method,
particle track can be reconstructed. Thus, difficulties of PIV technique are
strictly connected to the needs of having high quality flow images, with high
level of signal-to-noise ratio, for the purpose of discerning particle reflections
to other spurious light sources. Some PIV analyses have been performed
during experimental test campaign, both for evaluate flow in the symmetry
plane and also for wake survey purpose.

Load cells

The more simple way to quantitatively estimate forces on a test model
is to use load cells. Load cells are strain-gauges equipped devices which can
sense relative motions between a fixed frame, e.g. wind tunnel frame, and
the tested model. Tested model motions are due to flow passing over the
model and, usually, are very very small. Thus, the link between model under
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test and fixed frame is made up only by load cells; to increase sensitivity, as
well as to measure several force components, load cells can be arranged in a
package known as force balance. So, before using such devices, it is necessary
to calibrate the force balance, for each force component, and to reset the
force balance signal before each measurement: in this way, measurement
reliability and accuracy can be guaranteed. In this work, data from load
cells have been used as the main reference for active device performance
evaluation.

Hotwire

Hotwire measurements are usually used to evaluate flow velocity. Hotwire
principle is based on Joule effect: temperature variations on a wire, due to
the flow in which it is disposed, cause a voltage changes across the wire and,
then, these changes are correlated to a value of flow velocity, by means of
a calibration curve. So, a control unit tries to keep wire temperature as
constant as possible and, meanwhile, measures voltage changes. Hotwire
measurements are necessary in all phenomena where flow velocity changes
rapidly and you want to measure these fluctuations. The real weak point
of these instrumentations is their fragility: the wire is extremely thin in
order to reduce thermal inertia and, thus, to be more sensitive to flow
velocity changes. Therefore, wire breaks are very frequent issues for such
devices. Hotwire measurements have been used during experimental tests
to characterize active control devices in terms of velocity and frequency.

Pressure probes

A more classical way to know flow velocity is to measure the related
dynamic pressure: using Bernoulli equation, it is possible to relate pressure to
velocity and vice versa. Usually, pressure based flow velocity measurements
are made with the so-called Pitot tube: a Pitot tube is a pressure probe of
particular shape, with some holes, able to measure simultaneously static
and total pressure. Static pressure holes are arranged to have their axis
perpendicular to the flow field, while total pressure holes have their axis
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aligned with flow field main velocity. The pressure difference between static
and total pressure is equivalent to the so-called dynamic pressure and, hence,
to flow velocity. So, difference pressure measurement is, nowadays, done by
means of a pressure transducer, which converts pressures into voltages and,
then, by means of calibration curve, into velocities. A Pitot tube allow to
measure, with a high level of accuracy, flow velocity almost aligned with
the centre of the total pressure hole; so, if you want to measure other flow
velocity components, you need to use a different probe, such as a 5−hole
probe or a 7−hole probe. For experimental test purposes, total pressure
probes have been arranged into a rake configuration for wake survey purpose;
also, a 7−hole probe has been used for the same scope.

4.2 Experimental tests on 25◦ rear end Ahmed
body

Early experimental activities were aimed to understand flow structure
around over the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body and to estimate performance of
both disposed unsteady blowing device and synthetic jet. Before performing
tests under different wind tunnel velocity conditions, the unsteady active
control device has been analysed by means of hotwire measurements: these
measurements are performed to both determine output velocity from the
slot and jet frequency as well.

Tests with unsteady blowing device

Firstly, the unsteady blowing device, in a configuration quite similar to
that of Figure 2.9, has been tested. In Figure 4.2a are shown the 25◦ rear
end Ahmed body installed into the wind tunnel test section, equipped with
the UB device; also,in Figure 4.2c, hotwire positioning for measurement
purposes is shown. To relate output velocity from the slot to the UB supply
pressure, which is the pressure at the main compressor tank exit section, the
hotwire probe has been located very near to the middle of the slot section,
almost aligned with the expected velocity direction, while supply pressure
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has been controlled with a pressure gauge before the section valve. In fact,
using a main compressor tank, it is necessary to activate and deactivate
pressure flow through the UB device and it could be performed with the
section valve. Also, a pressure regulator maintains the pressure at the
desired value for the test (Figure 4.2b). It is worth to notify that such
supply pressure is the pressure increment referred to the ambient and not
the absolute value of pressure.

(a) Unsteady blowing installation inside
Ahmed body

(b) Main tank pressure control unit (c) Hotwire positioning

Figure 4.2: Unsteady Blowing device - Preliminary measurements

As example, in Figure 4.3 are presented data acquired from hotwire
measurements, relative to the unsteady blowing device. To identify jet
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frequency, time history of velocity in Figure 4.3a has been processed with a
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and jet frequency identification, for a pressure
P = 0.8 atm and voltage V = 6 V, is shown in Figure 4.3b. Similarly, data
have been acquired for all the range of suitable voltages of the rotating
valve electrical motor and also for three values of supply pressure, such
as P = 0.5 atm, P = 0.8 atm and P = 1.0 atm. In this way, a complete
characterization of the UB device, in terms of frequency and velocity, has
been carried out. Finally, it has been deduced the curve in Figure 4.3c,
which allows to relate rotating valve voltage supply to the frequency of the
generated jet.

(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Jet frequency vs. rotating valve supply

Figure 4.3: UB hotwire measurements on 25◦ rear end Ahmed body
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In Figure 4.4 are shown the comparison of tufts behaviour, with and
without the unsteady blowing device in operation. From these, it results
evident that tufts on tips are almost insensitive to jet deployment, while
tufts in the symmetry plane are the most influenced: in particular, looking
to the tuft near the slot, in Figure 4.4a it denotes a separation, because it is
reversed as compared with the lower one; conversely, in Figure 4.4b, such
separation disappears due to the UB jet. The described tufts behaviour has
been observed in all the tested configurations of frequency and pressure of
the UB and, also, with the use of the SJ device.

(a) Tufts w/o UB control jet (b) Tufts w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.4: Tufts images for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body

Informations extracted from tufts have been confirmed by oil film images
too. The Figure 4.5 compares oil film pictures, without and with UB
control jet: in both figures, there are tip vortices signs, signified by the oil
lines starting from the corner of the slanted surface. Also, the Figure 4.5b
underlines how the UB flow drags oil, defining more clear transversal lines
than before. The absence of transversal lines in Figure 4.5a it is an evidence
of separation over this part of the Ahmed body.

As anticipated in Figure 2.4, two different load cells configurations have
been used. Three-cells configurations measurements, due to weak load cell
fixing, have shown a low level of reliability and, very frequently, zero-drifting.
Hence, a more rigid two-cells configurations has been realized for overcoming
such issues. The most relevant data acquired during the tests on 25◦ rear
end Ahmed body, equipped with unsteady blowing jet, are listed in Table 4.1
and, graphically, presented in Figure 4.6. The Figure 4.6a, Figure 4.6b, Fig-
ure 4.6c, contain time histories of the unsteady blowing jet: their first part
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(a) Oil film w/o UB control jet (b) Oil film w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.5: Oil film images for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body

represent the Ahmed body drag without any unsteady control device; then,
when time is about 5 s, the UB jet is activated for about 15 s and, so, it
influences drag; lastly, the UB device is stopped and Ahmed body drag come
back almost at its initial value. In this way, it is immediate to recognize
the effect of UB device on the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body drag. So, drag
reduction (∆Drag) has been evaluated by the ratio of drag values relative
to without and with jet deployment. From these resulted that, in almost
all UB configurations tested, the operation of such active control device
reduces Ahmed body drag and such reduction ranges between 5% to 12%,
depending on supply pressure and frequency.

Considering oil films, PIV and tufts observations, it is not wrong to
impute drag reduction to the control of separation over the Ahmed body
slanted surface.
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(a) Vinf = 20 m/s, P = 0.8 atm

(b) Vinf = 30 m/s, P = 0.8 atm

(c) Vinf = 30 m/s, P = 1.0 atm

Figure 4.6: UB load cells measurements - 25◦ rear end Ahmed body
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Vinf P Voltage f Drag Drag ∆Drag
[m/s] [atm] [V] [Hz] w/o jet [N] w/ jet [N]
21.27 0.8 4 50 11.04 10.34 −6.32%
21.25 0.8 7 95 11 10.07 −8.44%
21.23 0.8 8 110 10.91 10.02 −8.14%
21.24 0.8 10 140 10.91 9.742 −10.73%
21.15 0.8 12 170 10.54 9.423 −10.61%
21.01 0.8 14 200 10.47 9.259 −11.54%
31.78 0.8 4 50 23.59 22.11 −6.27%
31.65 0.8 7 95 23.44 22.21 −5.25%
31.83 0.8 8 110 23.65 22.47 −5.02%
31.73 0.8 10 140 23.53 22.17 −5.77%
31.83 0.8 12.5 177.5 23.65 22.13 −6.44%
31.64 0.8 14 200 22.9 21.12 −7.78%
31.27 1.0 2 20 22.54 21.35 −5.26%
31.28 1.0 4 50 22.78 21.42 −5.97%
31.34 1.0 7 95 22.74 21.61 −4.97%
31.36 1.0 8 110 22.63 21.5 −5.00%
31.37 1.0 10 140 22.92 21.15 −7.76%
31.38 1.0 12 170 22.97 21.22 −7.61%

Table 4.1: UB load cells measurements - 25◦ rear end Ahmed body

Finally, using a rake of total pressure probes, the flow field of horizontal
component of velocity (u) has been reconstructed. The pressure probes
rake has been located about 1.00 m behind the Ahmed body end. With
the pressure probes rake, a gross area of 0.30 m of height and 0.45 m of
width has been investigated, with a limitation on the allowable lower height
(the area starts about 0.05 m from the floor). This issue causes the lack
of data relative to the Ahmed under-body flow, because of its minimum
clearance of just 0.05 m from the floor. Anyway, even if the data are not
complete and, so, not sufficient to perform a correct estimation of drag
from pressure measurements, using wake survey methods, it is even useful
as further verification of what it has been observed with tufts and oil
film. Furthermore, because of the flat under-body of Ahmed body and
its horizontal installation (the so-called body pitch angle, referred to the
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horizontal, is null), the under-body flow has little influence on the flow over
the upper Ahmed body surface. In Figure 4.7, the u velocity fields are
shown. As seen previously, the vortices are present in both situations; but,
from these, it is noticed that velocity into the core of the vortices is higher
for the case with the UB control jet (Figure 4.7b) than the case without UB
control jet (Figure 4.7). So, if both tests have been made at the same value
of Vinf , higher velocity behind the body results in less drag, because of the
lower momentum loss, as observed with load cells measurements.

(a) u velocity field w/o UB control jet (b) u velocity field w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.7: u velocity fields for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body

Tests with synthetic jet device

Secondly, the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body has been equipped with the
synthetic jet device in Figure 2.12. As a first attempt, the SJ device has
been put inside the volume of the Ahmed body; but, due to heating, it
was necessary to locate the SJ elsewhere outside. Hence, a series of tubing,
which dimensions are in Table 2.3, have been disposed to connect the output
of the mechanical cylinder to the input of the blowing chamber. These
tubes have been selected without any consideration about their possible
influence on SJ resonant characteristics; but, how to optimize the system in
order to work near the resonance has been left as the ultimate step, after
the identification of an effective SJ operating condition for drag reduction
purposes. All of the three blowing plates described in § 2.3.2 have been
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evaluated under different SJ RPMs and wind tunnel velocities Vinf . For each
blowing plate, hotwire measurements along with load cells ones have been
performed, because of the different channel shapes of each blowing plate.

Phenomenologically, it has been noticed that no big changes occur using
the SJ device or using the UB device. Thus, in Figure 4.8 are shown the
velocity components measured with a 7−hole probe. Comparing these
with the Figure 4.7, it results that no evident differences arose. Data
in Figure 4.8b have been obtained with mechanical SJ device at 2500 RPM.
The importance of such measurements is that, using a 7−hole, it is possible
to gather other velocity components and not only the u one: knowing all the
velocity components could be useful to set-up a wake survey method and,
so, to measure induced drag amount and lift of Ahmed body. In fact, lift
can be measured only by an indirect way because of load cells arrangement.

(a) Velocity components w/o SJ control jet (b) Velocity components w/ SJ control jet

Figure 4.8: Velocity components for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body

The Figure 4.9 shows results of hotwire measurements on #1 blowing
plate. The #1 blowing plate has a curved channel in order to generate a jet
with about 20◦ from the slanted surface. So, hotwire probes has been located
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nearly similar to that in Figure 4.2c. In Figure 4.9a is reported the velocity
time history acquired by the hotwire anemometer: the absolute value of
velocity, over the time, is representative of a SJ behaviour. It shows a
principal peak, related to the blowing phase of the SJ, and a secondary peak,
relative to the suction phase. As expected, the second peak is lower than the
principal peak, probably for the higher flow resistance to be sucked inside
the blowing chamber. Time history of velocity has been analysed by means
of a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) to identify jet frequency and to relate
this to mechanical SJ parameter, that is SJ RPM. The curve in Figure 4.9c
shows the relationship between mechanical RPM and Vjet from the slot,
highlighting also the impossibility of selecting jet frequency without changing
jet velocity. From this curve, it can be seen that a resonance occurs at
2500 RPM, where there are the maximum of both Vjetmax and Vjetmean .

Load cells measurements, for Vinf = 20 m/s, in the SJ #1 configurations
are in Figure 4.10; data of all conditions tested are listed in Table 4.2.
The Figure 4.10 displays the effects of both frequency and velocity in reducing
drag: the maximum value of drag reduction happens when SJ is at 2500 RPM,
namely f = 88 Hz, Vjetmax = 63.500 m/s and Vjetmean = 19.76 m/s. In this
condition, the drag reduction (∆Drag) has been evaluated similarly to
that of the UB device and it is about 11.35%. As expected, the value of
2500 RPM causes both SJ resonance and maximum drag reduction. When
Vinf increases, the SJ #1 effectiveness reduces, as reported in Table 4.2. This
effect is mainly due to the lowering of non-dimensional parameters, such as
the Cµ; but, almost in all the Vinf tested, drag reduction, is more or less,
between 10%.
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(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Velocity output vs. RPM curve

Figure 4.9: Hotwire measurements - SJ #1 configuration

Figure 4.10: Load cells measurements - SJ #1 configuration
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

20 20.15 5.81 1000 36 −3.93%
20 − − 1000 − −4.55%
20 − − 1000 − −3.75%
20 − − 1000 − −1.74%
20 25.38 10.73 2000 66 −6.29%
20 − − 2000 − −6.24%
20 63.50 19.76 2500 88 −11.35%
20 50.31 15.88 3000 103 −8.54%
20 − − 3000 − −10.17%
25 20.15 5.81 1000 36 −1.74%
25 25.38 10.73 2000 66 −4.73%
25 63.50 19.76 2500 88 −10.65%
25 − − 2500 − −10.67%
25 50.31 15.88 3000 103 −9.08%
30 20.15 5.81 1000 36 2.46%
30 − − 1000 − 1.60%
30 17 5.32 1500 53 −4.29%
30 − − 1500 − −3.84%
30 25.38 10.73 2000 66 −2.57%
30 − − 2000 − −3.84%
30 63.50 19.76 2500 88 −9.75%
30 50.31 15.88 3000 103 −6.44%
30 − − 3000 − −8.66%

Table 4.2: Load cells measurements - SJ #1 configuration
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Changing the blowing plate from #1 configuration to #2 configuration,
which has the blowing channel perpendicular to the slanted surface (φ = 90◦),
test results show a lowering of drag reduction, even if jet velocities and
frequency are almost unchanged. The Figure 4.11 displays that the SJ
resonant condition still occurs at 2500 RPM, with velocity values slightly
higher than those in Figure 4.11: in particular, the value of Vjetmean is little
larger, probably due to the less flow resistance of a straight channel compared
with a curved one. All load cells measurements for the Ahmed body equipped
with the #2 configuration of SJ blowing plate, at different Vinf velocities,
are listed in Table 4.3. The Figure 4.12 represents data at which the higher
value of drag reduction has been measured: it occurs when Vinf = 30 m/s
and SJ operating condition is at 2500 RPM (f = 88 Hz, Vjetmax = 63.01 m/s,
Vjetmean = 32.46 m/s). In these conditions, drag reduction is not higher than
4%, more than halved compared to #1 configuration. Also, the Figure 4.12
underlines the detrimental effect of Vinf in reducing Cµ value, when, at
Vinf = 30 m/s and 1000 RPM, drag increases instead of reducing.
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(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Velocity output vs. RPM curve

Figure 4.11: Hotwire measurements - SJ #2 configuration

Figure 4.12: Load cells measurements - SJ #2 configuration
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

15 17.63 8.43 1000 37 −2.48%
15 − − 1000 − −1.32%
15 28.24 16.81 2000 54 −2.62%
15 − − 2000 − −1.62%
15 63.01 32.46 2500 88 −1.56%
15 − − 2500 − −0.31%
15 48.46 25.25 3000 103 −1.82%
15 − − 3000 − −1.73%
20 17.63 8.43 1000 37 −1.96%
20 − − 1000 − −1.44%
20 28.24 16.81 2000 54 −1.74%
20 − − 2000 − −0.95%
20 63.01 32.46 2500 88 −2.04%
20 − − 2500 − −1.29%
20 48.46 25.25 3000 103 −2.37%
20 − − 3000 − −1.81%
25 17.63 8.43 1000 37 0.61%
25 − − 1000 − 0.94%
25 28.24 16.81 2000 54 −1.13%
25 − − 2000 − −0.71%
25 63.01 32.46 2500 88 −2.75%
25 − − 2500 − −1.57%
25 48.46 25.25 3000 103 −2.80%
25 − − 3000 − −1.63%
30 17.63 8.43 1000 37 4.10%
30 − − 1000 − 2.34%
30 28.24 16.81 2000 54 −1.60%
30 − − 2000 − −0.90%
30 63.01 32.46 2500 88 −3.83%
30 − − 2500 − −3.02%
30 − − 2500 − −2.81%
30 48.46 25.25 3000 103 −3.32%
30 − − 3000 − −1.91%

Table 4.3: Load cells measurements - SJ #2 configuration
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Lastly, #3 blowing plate has been tested. The #3 plate is identical
to the #2 configuration in terms of φ angle, but it differs from the #2
ones for the absence of separation walls, between the blowing chamber and
inside the slot. A similar investigation was made in [33], discovering the
beneficial effects of such walls in increasing the exhaust velocity from the slot.
Hotwire measurements in Figure 4.13 confirm this statement, with a more
evident effect on Vjetmean values, as compared with the #2 blowing plate.
However, Vjetmean values of the #3 plate are not so different from those of
#1 configuration (Figure 4.9). Despite this, load cells data in Table 4.4
depict the complete ineffectiveness of such plate in reducing drag, for each
value of velocity Vinf tested. As an example, in Figure 4.14, the results for
Vinf = 25 m/s are reported. Summarizing, the #3 blowing plate is ineffective
and causes drag increase of about 3%, in all the tested conditions.
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(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Velocity output vs. RPM curve

Figure 4.13: Hotwire measurements - SJ #3 configuration

Figure 4.14: Load cells measurements - SJ #3 configuration
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

15 18.93 3.17 1000 36 3.53%
15 − − 1000 − 3.03%
15 26.18 8.45 2000 71 3.17%
15 − − 2000 − 2.47%
15 64.51 17.09 2500 88 4.85%
15 − − 2500 − 4.12%
15 49.39 13.36 3000 103 3.46%
15 − − 3000 − 2.65%
20 18.93 3.17 1000 36 2.17%
20 − − 1000 − 2.19%
20 26.18 8.45 2000 71 2.80%
20 − − 2000 − 2.77%
20 64.51 17.09 2500 88 3.36%
20 − − 2500 − 2.60%
20 49.39 13.36 3000 103 1.68%
20 − − 3000 − 1.44%
25 18.93 3.17 1000 36 4.15%
25 − − 1000 − 3.48%
25 26.18 8.45 2000 71 2.53%
25 − − 2000 − 2.68%
25 64.51 17.09 2500 88 2.83%
25 − − 2500 − 2.65%
25 49.39 13.36 3000 103 2.26%
25 − − 3000 − 2.16%
30 18.93 3.17 1000 36 4.63%
30 − − 1000 − 4.88%
30 26.18 8.45 2000 71 2.64%
30 − − 2000 − 2.87%
30 64.51 17.09 2500 88 1.87%
30 − − 2500 − 2.43%
30 49.39 13.36 3000 103 2.45%
30 − − 3000 − 1.63%

Table 4.4: Load cells measurements - SJ #3 configuration
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4.3 Experimental tests on 35◦ rear end Ahmed
body

Similarly, experimental analyses have been performed on the 35◦ rear end
Ahmed body, in Figure 2.5. These were aimed to investigate flow structure
over such model and to verify if active control devices, of any type, can be
used to reduce drag. Due to different characteristics of #4 and #5 blowing
chambers compared with the #1, #2 and #3 ones, frequencies and velocities
of active control devices have been measured by means of pressure and
hotwire measurements.

Tests with unsteady blowing device

First experimental tests on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body have regarded the
model equipped with the unsteady blowing device. The unique differences
between this configuration and that tested for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body
are the volume of the blowing chamber and the blowing plates (more details
are in § 2.3.1). The unsteady blowing system arrangement for the 35◦ rear
end Ahmed body is the same of that in Figure 4.2a and hotwire probe set-up
is shown in Figure 4.15a: the hotwire probe has been located very near to
the middle of the slot section, almost aligned with the expected velocity
direction. As previous tests, pressure flow through the UB device has been
controlled by a section valve, required to activate and deactivate the device,
and a pressure regulator maintains the pressure at the desired value.

Data relative to the unsteady blowing device, measured with the hotwire
probe, are presented in Figure 4.15. Jet frequency identification, from time
history of velocity in Figure 4.15b, has been performed using Fast Fourier
transform (FFT): in Figure 4.15c is shown the case with P = 0.5 atm and
voltage V = 5 V. Since rotating valve has been not changed, the relationship
between jet frequency and rotating valve voltage supply is the same of that
in Figure 4.3c.

Looking to the tufts in Figure 4.16, it is evident the different behaviour of
such wool pieces as compared with those of Figure 4.16. A first consideration
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(a) Hotwire positioning

(b) Time history of jet velocity (c) Jet frequency identification

Figure 4.15: UB hotwire measurements on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

can be deduced from Figure 4.16a: differently from the case of 25◦ rear end
Ahmed body, when active control jet is inactive, there are no tip vortices;
also, the flow is largely separated over the slanted surface; when active
control device is active, tip vortices appears and flow reattaches over the
slanted surface, as well. This behaviour has been observed in all the tested
active control device configurations, without any effects related to frequency
or pressure of the UB or to the use of the SJ device. This particular
behaviour has been confirmed by other investigations made with oil film,
rake of pressure probes, PIV and 7-hole probe, measurements.

Oil film images in Figure 4.17 show the different flow field over the
slanted surface, without and with the use of UB control jet: the Figure 4.17a
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(a) Tufts w/o UB control jet (b) Tufts w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.16: Tufts images for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

underlines the extent of separation over the slanted surface, where no
transversal lines, due to the dragging of fluid near the surface, are present;
conversely, in Figure 4.17b, it can be seen clearly the presence of vortex
lines, similar to those seen in Figure 4.5b, and transversal lines too. The
transversal lines in Figure 4.17b signify that, after the UB activation, the
flow attaches on that surface.

(a) Oil film w/o UB control jet (b) Oil film w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.17: Oil film images for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body
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The ability of UB to cause flow reattachment in the symmetry plane
of the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body has been also observed performing PIV
investigations on its symmetry plane. The processed images are presented
in Figure 4.18, showing the capability of such active control device to reduce
separated zone behind the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body.

(a) PIV images w/o UB control jet (b) PIV images w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.18: PIV images for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body on symmetry
plane

As a further confirm of the different flow field between the cases of with
and without UB control jet, by means of a rake of pressure probes, the flow
field in the wake of the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body has been measured. The
comparison of the two acquired flow fields is displayed in Figure 4.19. As
before, with a rake of total pressure probes has been acquired the flow field
of horizontal component of velocity (u); the measurement plane is located
about 1.00 m behind the Ahmed body end and the measured gross area
is of 0.30 m of height and 0.45 m of width. A limitation on the minimum
allowable height from the floor (the area starts about 0.05 m from the floor)
it’s still present, causing the lack of data relative to the Ahmed under-body
flow. From the pictures in Figure 4.19 is evident, as discussed before, the
presence and growth of tip vortices when UB device is in operation.

Load cells measurements in Figure 4.20 show the time history of drag
force, during UB jet deployment. These pictures underline that, even if
reattachment occurs over the slanted surface, drag increases due to the
UB activation. Drag increment is almost independent of frequency and
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(a) u velocity field w/o UB control jet (b) u velocity field w/ UB control jet

Figure 4.19: u velocity fields for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

Vinf , as can be seen in Figure 4.20a and in Figure 4.20b. Thus, considering
the flow reattachment over the slanted surface, a possible explanation of
this behaviour could be the corresponding increment of the induced drag
component. As can be seen in Table 4.5, the UB device causes an average
drag increment of about 25% in all tested configurations and no evidence
of any drag reduction has been observed. These data have been measured
using the two-load cells configuration and are very similar to those acquired
with the three-load cells configuration.

Vinf P Voltage f Drag Drag ∆Drag
[m/s] [atm] [V] [Hz] w/o jet [N] w/ jet [N]
21.15 0.8 4 50 9.7 11.85 22.20%
21.21 0.8 7 95 9.6 11.9 23.90%
21.13 0.8 8 110 9.5 11.8 24.20%
21.19 0.8 10 140 9.6 11.8 22.90%
31.68 0.8 4 50 21 27.5 30.90%
31.50 0.8 10 140 21 26.8 27.60%

Table 4.5: UB load cells measurements - 35◦ rear end Ahmed body
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(a) Vinf = 20 m/s, P = 0.8 atm

(b) Vinf = 30 m/s, P = 0.8 atm

Figure 4.20: UB load cells measurements - 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

Tests with synthetic jet device

After the tests on 35◦ rear end Ahmed body equipped with the UB
device, through which it resulted that the use of an UB active control device
increases its drag, some experiments have been made using the mechanical
SJ device used for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body. The connection tubes,
used to connect the output of the mechanical cylinder to the input of the
blowing chamber, are the same listed in Table 2.3. Both of the blowing
plates described in § 2.3.2 have been evaluated under different SJ RPM and
wind tunnel velocity Vinf . Remembering that the only difference between
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the #4 blowing plate and the #5 one is the different value of φ angle, there
is no reason to perform hotwire measurements on both these blowing plates.
Hence, it has been assumed that the value of output velocity from the slot,
along with jet frequency, are not influenced by the change of φ angle and
data measured for the #4 blowing plate have been used as reference for the
#5 blowing plate too.

To investigate if different phenomena occur in the wake, due to the use of
a SJ active control device, the velocity components have been measured by
means of a 7−hole probe: it has been located just ahead of the wake plane
acquired with the pressure probes rake, about 0.50 m behind the Ahmed
body rear end. From velocity maps in Figure 4.21, it can be observed that
no big changes occur, on such body, using the SJ device as compared with
using the UB device. As observed previously, comparing the Figure 4.21a
with the Figure 4.21a, the development of tip vortices is evident. Also, the
jet generated by the SJ device causes the flow to be more rotational than
before, as signified by in-plane velocity vectors. The observation of this
flow behaviour is in accordance to the hypothesis of the increase of induced
drag due to the use active control device; but, the lack of load cells able to
measure lift of such body and, thus, induced drag, allows to estimate such
drag contribute only indirectly from data acquired by the 7−hole probe.

The #4 and #5 blowing plates have a bit larger volume than the blowing
plates used for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body. So, hotwire measurements
have been performed to characterize SJ output in such different configuration.
The Figure 4.22 shows results of hotwire measurements on #4 blowing plate;
these results have been used as a reference for the #5 blowing plate as
well. The #4 blowing plate has a curved channel in order to generate a jet
with about 20◦ from the slanted surface, while the #5 has also a curved
channel but with a φ angle of 30◦ from the slanted surface, to produce
a jet with the same inclination used for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body.
Hotwire probe positioning has been almost the same shown in Figure 4.15a.
In Figure 4.22a is reported the velocity time history acquired by the hotwire
anemometer: the absolute value of velocity, over the time, is representative
of a SJ behaviour. A principal peak, related to the blowing phase of the SJ,
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(a) Velocity components w/o SJ control jet (b) Velocity components w/ SJ control jet

Figure 4.21: Velocity components for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body

and a secondary peak, relative to the suction phase, can be still observed;
the second peak is lower than the principal peak, probably for the higher
flow resistance to be sucked inside the blowing chamber. Time history of
velocity has been analysed by means of a Fast Fourier transform (FFT)
to identify jet frequency and to relate this to the RPM of the SJ device.
The curve in Figure 4.22c shows the relationship between mechanical RPM
and Vjet from the slot, highlighting also the impossibility of selecting jet
frequency without changing jet velocity. From this curve, it can be seen
that the maximum value of the maximum velocity (Vjetmax), that is the
resonance, occurs between the 2500 RPM and 2750 RPM.

Load cells measurements have been executed at different Vinf velocities,
from Vinf = 15 m/s to Vinf = 30 m/s, and RPMs of the mechanical SJ device.
Results relative to the #4 configuration are in Figure 4.23 and, numerically,
listed in Table 4.6. From the Figure 4.23 it’s evident that the use of SJ
device causes a drag increase instead of a reduction: the drag value increase
abruptly when the SJ starts to work; then, its value stabilizes around a lower
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(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Velocity output vs. RPM curve

Figure 4.22: Hotwire measurements - SJ #4 configuration

value, which depends on the setted RPM of the mechanical SJ device; finally,
it returns at the initial drag value, when the SJ is turned off. Disregarding
the peaks related to jet turning on and off, the value of drag which the
body experiences, when SJ is in operation, is between 15% and 30% higher
than its initial value; lower drag increase happens always at 2500 RPM,
that is the SJ resonant point (namely f = 88 Hz, Vjetmax = 38.87 m/s and
Vjetmean = 6.88 m/s). As in the case of the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body, it
is also experienced a change of SJ effectiveness in correspondence of Vinf

increments, due to the lowering of non-dimensional parameters (Cµ and
F+).
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Figure 4.23: Load cells measurements - SJ #4 configuration

Then, tests have been done using the #5 blowing plate, without changing
other components of the mechanical SJ. The #5 blowing plate has the same
jet angle, referred to the horizontal plane, of the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body.
Thus, the idea is to test, on the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, if an increase of
the φ angle, from the slanted surface, could be effective in reducing body
drag. Furthermore, increasing the value of the φ angle should reduce the
amount of induced drag, due to less curved apparent body determined by
the jet. In fact, as for the wing, a lower body curvature determines lower
lift and, in turn, lower drag due to the lift.

The Figure 4.24 resumes the tests data obtained using the #5 blow-
ing plate at Vinf = 20 m/s, while the Table 4.7 contains all tests in this
configurations. These show that no substantial changes on load cells mea-
surements happen substituting the #4 blowing plate with the #5 one: the
drag increases at each Vinf value and for all RPM. ranging from 20% to
50%.

Summarizing, the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body does not experienced drag
reduction as seen for the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body; but, conversely, even
if active control device is capable of reducing separation over its slanted
surface, the consequent induced drag increment is too high to overcome the
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Figure 4.24: Load cells measurements - SJ #5 configuration

beneficial effects do to the flow reattachment. In other words, the overall
drag of such body is higher with the use of an active control device than its
value in clean configuration and this behaviour is mainly due to the negative
effects of the induced drag.
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

15 15.95 0.56 1000 36 15.52%
15 − − 1000 − 25.42%
15 16.47 2.39 2000 71 12.87%
15 − − 2000 − 21.18%
15 38.87 6.88 2500 88 11.97%
15 − − 2500 − 11.63%
15 32.04 6.09 3000 103 10.30%
15 − − 3000 − 13.45%
20 15.95 0.56 1000 36 14.01%
20 − − 1000 − 14.08%
20 − − 1000 − 40.26%
20 16.47 2.39 2000 71 21.32%
20 − − 2000 − 30.93%
20 38.87 6.88 2500 88 20.42%
20 − − 2500 − 14.89%
20 32.04 6.09 3000 103 14.10%
20 − − 3000 − 19.05%
25 15.95 0.56 1000 36 9.60%
25 − − 1000 − 9.98%
25 − − 1000 − 46.48%
25 16.47 2.39 2000 71 28.38%
25 − − 2000 − 33.24%
25 38.87 6.88 2500 88 25.51%
25 − − 2500 − 16.60%
25 32.04 6.09 3000 103 19.73%
25 − − 3000 − 20.92%
30 15.95 0.56 1000 36 5.49%
30 − − 1000 − 43.29%
30 16.47 2.39 2000 71 34.50%
30 − − 2000 − 39.55%
30 38.87 6.88 2500 88 29.70%
30 − − 2500 − 20.69%
30 32.04 6.09 3000 103 24.66%
30 − − 3000 − 22.52%

Table 4.6: Load cells measurements - SJ #4 configuration
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

15 − − 1000 − 43.70%
15 − − 1500 − 41.04%
15 − − 2000 − 25.36%
15 − − 2500 − 20.20%
15 − − 3000 − 21.63%
20 − − 1000 − 51.00%
20 − − 1500 − 50.40%
20 − − 2000 − 32.73%
20 − − 2500 − 21.10%
20 − − 3000 − 24.47%
25 − − 1000 − 22.41%
25 − − 1500 − 19.03%
25 − − 2000 − 38.00%
25 − − 2500 − 23.89%
25 − − 3000 − 26.75%
30 − − 1000 − 19.11%
30 − − 1500 − 18.40%
30 − − 2000 − 42.11%
30 − − 2500 − 28.94%
30 − − 3000 − 31.38%

Table 4.7: Load cells measurements - SJ #5 configuration
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4.4 Experimental tests on FIAT Punto Clas-
sic

Lastly, several tests have been performed on a simplified car, the FIAT
Punto Classic. Its external shape, as shown in Figure 2.8, was simplified
conveniently for test purposes: so, rolling tyres, mirrors, windscreen wipes,
door handles and other small parts, have been eliminated and neglected.
Also, to fuse completely the blowing plate and chamber into the FIAT Punto
shape, an approach similar to that used for the Ahmed body has been
followed, as seen in Figure 2.7. Differently from the Ahmed body, this model
as been realized with FDM method, in order to achieve a lighter model:
thus, the model was split into several parts (see Figure 4.25a) and, then,
each part has been glued together to form the complete model shape. The
bottom part of this model is fixed to load cells measurements, using the
same two load cells configurations of the Ahmed body (see Figure 4.25b).

The rear end of the FIAT Punto Classic is almost truncated; thus, the
expected behaviour could be more likely the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body. In
the light of this, the FIAT Punto model has been tested only using the
SJ active control device. The configuration tested is made by the same
mechanical SJ device as previously described and by an indivisible terminal
part, composed by the blowing chamber and the blowing plate. Blowing
chamber has only one separation wall in the symmetry plane and its shape
is elliptical, for being simply installed into the available space inside the
model. Its overall volume of 0.000 190 m3 is slightly larger than those of the
Ahmed body The blowing plate has been designed to have φ angle of 20◦,
referred to the rear end surface.

Tests with synthetic jet device

First investigations on the FIAT Punto model have been performed to
verify if any analogy exists between flow phenomena over such model and
those observed over the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body. Thus, some wool tufts
have been disposed on the surface, mainly on the rear end surface: by means
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(a) Some model parts

(b) Load cells configuration

Figure 4.25: FIAT Punto model overview

of these, the idea is to confirm visually that separation occurs in clean
configuration and, then, it disappears when the SJ active control device
is in operation. The comparison between such two situations is presented
in Figure 4.26: in Figure 4.26a, it can be seen how tufts are reversed on the
rear end surface, signifying the occurrence of large separation over the model
rear end; conversely, from Figure 4.26b it can be observed the reattachment
of the flow on the rear end surface and, thus, the extinction of separation.
Moreover, using a rake of total pressure probes, located in the same position
used for analyses behind the Ahmed body, the fields of u velocity has been
acquired, in both situations. The u velocity maps are shown in Figure 4.27,
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(a) Tufts w/o SJ control jet (b) Tufts w/ SJ control jet

Figure 4.26: Tufts images for the FIAT Punto Classic

for the case w/o and w/ SJ: the Figure 4.27a shows the large extent of
separation behind the FIAT Punto model, very similar to that seen behind
the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body; using the SJ device, the u field changes and,
as seen for the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, tip vortices appear. Even if the
measured area was not large enough to capture all the field behind the body,
it is sufficient to observe such phenomena which confirm analogies between
the FIAT Punto model and the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body.

Before load cells measurements, due to the different blowing chamber
and plate, it was necessary to make hotwire measurement to characterize
such SJ configuration. Hotwire probe has been disposed similarly to previous
acquisitions made on the Ahmed body (Figure 4.28c). Time histories at
different values of RPM of the mechanical SJ have been post-processed
using the FFT method, in order to relate RPM to jet frequency. The curve
in Figure 4.28d displays the relationship between RPM and jet velocity: as
previously observed, the main resonance occurs nearly at 2500 RPM, but a
first resonance is also present, at 750 RPM, even if it causes smaller velocity
values. The reasons of the presence of two resonant point could be the
slightly larger volume of the blowing chamber, as compared to those of the
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(a) u velocity field w/o SJ control jet (b) u velocity field w/ SJ control jet

Figure 4.27: u velocity fields for the FIAT Punto Classic model

Ahmed body.
Recognizing the analogies between the behaviour of the FIAT Punto

model and the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body, the expected results of load cells
measurements is the prof of ineffectiveness of such active control devices
in reducing drag of bluff bodies like these. The data measured with load
cells are summarized in Table 4.8, for different values of both Vinf velocities
and RPMs of the mechanical SJ device. In Figure 4.29 is shown the case at
Vinf = 20 m/s: this picture underlines that using the SJ on the FIAT Punto
model results always in a drag increase of about 20%, independently from
the RPM value of the mechanical SJ. The Table 4.8 highlights also that
this situation is not isolated, but it happens almost at all the tested Vinf

velocities.
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Vinf Vjetmax Vjetmean RPM f ∆Drag
[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [Hz]

15 36.97 18.68 750 27 19.79%
15 23.53 11.1 1000 36 19.67%
15 − − 1000 − 19.12%
15 28.63 16.33 2000 71 16.29%
15 − − 2000 − 17.78%
15 61.27 29.51 2500 88 17.96%
15 − − 2500 − 22.97%
15 64.52 27.31 2750 95 14.93%
15 52.91 23.63 3000 103 18.60%
15 − − 3000 − 21.10%
20 36.97 18.68 750 27 20.65%
20 23.53 11.1 1000 36 20.02%
20 − − 1000 − 19.41%
20 28.63 16.33 2000 71 18.97%
20 − − 2000 − 18.62%
20 61.27 29.51 2500 88 17.97%
20 − − 2500 − 20.37%
20 64.52 27.31 2750 95 18.21%
20 52.91 23.63 3000 103 19.34%
20 − − 3000 − 19.02%
25 36.97 18.68 750 27 18.39%
25 23.53 11.1 1000 36 19.38%
25 − − 1000 − 18.26%
25 28.63 16.33 2000 71 19.95%
25 − − 2000 − 19.17%
25 61.27 29.51 2500 88 18.40%
25 − − 2500 − 19.10%
25 64.52 27.31 2750 95 17.92%
25 52.91 23.63 3000 103 18.52%
25 − − 3000 − 18.94%
30 36.97 18.68 750 27 17.40%
30 23.53 11.1 1000 36 43.29%
30 − − 1000 − 17.71%
30 28.63 16.33 2000 71 39.55%
30 − − 2000 − 20.22%
30 61.27 29.51 2500 88 20.69%
30 − − 2500 − 18.96%
30 64.52 27.31 2750 95 18.69%
30 52.91 23.63 3000 103 22.52%
30 − − 3000 − 19.23%

Table 4.8: Load cells measurements - FIAT Punto model w/ SJ
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(a) Time history of jet velocity (b) Jet frequency identification

(c) Hotwire probe positioning (d) Velocity output vs. RPM curve

Figure 4.28: Hotwire measurements - FIAT Punto model w/ SJ

Figure 4.29: Load cells measurements - FIAT Punto model w/ SJ
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Chapter 5
A simplified model for
designing unsteady control
devices using the
electroacoustic analogy

After experimental tests, it has been noticed that, using an unsteady
active control device on the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body, it’s possible to reduce
drag of about 10% from its the initial value. In order to accomplish this
target, the SJ device must work at 88 Hz, producing at least 63.01 m/s of
maximum outlet velocity. To produce such jet using the mechanical SJ
device, the power needed to obtain the 10% drag reduction of the Ahmed
body is surely higher than the related power drop due to lower drag. Also,
considering that the SJ device principle, like other unsteady blowing device,
is to work in resonance with cavity, a way to decrease the device needs of
power is to design it in order to have resonant conditions at the desired jet
frequency.

Hence, this chapter describes the development of a quite simplified model,
based on the electroacoustic analogy, to determine the configuration of the
mechanical SJ device, used during the tests, which allows it to work in
resonant condition at f = 88 Hz. The new features of such model, as
compared with the existing ones, are that it can be modified to be compliant
with both active devices used, as the UB and the SJ systems, and, moreover,
that it takes into account all the phisycal elements of the active control
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device, from the generation system to the blowing chamber, whatever it is.

5.1 The idea and foundation elements

The fundamentals of the electroacoustic analogy are the similitude of
the velocity and pressure equations, for flow into tubes, with the same of
current and voltage, of an electrical circuit. In other words, the equations of
an acoustics system, in which air flows with a certain velocity and pressure,
are similar to those of an electrical circuit, in which voltage and currents
pass. The theory behind this analogy is well described in several books, such
as [36], [37], [38]: the authors underline the analogies between mechanical,
electrical and acoustics elements, demonstrating how the analogies could
be inferred from the equations describing such different systems. The main
result of this analogy is that (acoustic) pressure and electrical voltage have
the same role into the differential equations describing the related phenomena
as well as (acoustic) mass flow rate and electrical current. Thus, it is possible
to replicate an acoustical system by means of electrical circuit in order to
determine its flow parameters and vice versa. In the light of this, it is
possible to replicate the overall mechanical SJ device using an electrical
circuit and, so, find out lengths, diameters and chamber volumes, which
allow it to resonate at the wanted frequency.

To accomplish this task, it is necessary to use other results of such
analogy. The analogy allows to relate coefficients of electrical differential
equations with acoustic and mechanical ones; and, also, to compute their
values starting from physical dimensions. As an example, in Figure 5.1
it is presented a picture which summarizes this relationship. The picture
show an electrical circuit which corresponds to a physical acoustic one: the
voltage generator in Figure 5.1 is the corresponding circuital elements of
a pressure supply, such as a compressor or the rotating valve (it changes
the steady pressure supply to unsteady one); the first group of inductance
and resistance takes into account the connection tube between the pressure
supply and the blowing terminal; the orange circled part describes what
happens inside the blowing chamber and through the blowing plate, by
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means of resistance, inductance and capacitance.
More deeply, the behaviour of the blowing terminal can be described by

the so-called Lumped Element Model (LEM), while that of connection lines
must be described with the so-called Distributed Model. The difference
among the two model is that behaviour of connection tubes depends on the
frequency at which pressure supply oscillates, while that of the chamber is
almost unaffected. Regarding the LEM model, from [36], circuital elements
can be evaluated by means of (5.1): the expression in (5.1) are universal
and, depending on the shape of the blowing plate (circular/slot), must be
modified. Mainly affected by the shape of the blowing plate are Ract and
Lact, while Cact depends only by the chamber volume V0. In (5.1), ρ is the
flow density, c is the sound velocity, Pabs is the absolute pressure, As is the
blowing plate exit area, l is the blowing plate thickness, ∆P is the pressure
difference inside the blowing chamber and Q = Vout

As
is the mass flow rate

from the blowing plate. Considering that the blowing plate used during the
tests has a rectangular exit, the expressions to calculate Ract and Lact are
reported in [36] and here in (5.2), where Zact is the blowing plate impedance,
w is the blowing plate thickness, l is the slot exit length and d is the slot
exit width.

Ract = ∆P

Q

Lact = ρ l

As

Cact = V0

γ Pabs
= V0

ρ c2

(5.1)

Zact = Ract + j ω Lact, Ract = 12µw
d3 l

, Lact = 6 ρw
5 l d (5.2)

ωv = Rt

Lt
= 8 π ν

A
(5.3)

The works [39] and [40] give an useful understanding of the behaviour
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Figure 5.1: Lumped Element model for blowing chamber and plate

and modelling of distributed lines. Summarizing, connection tubes can be
modelled with the distributed lines in Figure 5.2; the equation of pressure
and mass flow rate (see (5.4)), having the same form of that of voltage
and current, can be written substituting physical components to electrical
ones, such as Rt, Lt, Gt, Ct. In this way, physical system dimensions are
considered during the evaluation of Rt, Lt, Gt, Ct, by means of expressions
in (5.5). These expressions are function of oscillation frequency ω and
characteristic frequency ωv, air parameters (µ, γ, σ, ρ, Pabs) and section
tube A. In the case of distributed lines the circuital elements Rt, Lt, Gt, Ct,
are per unit of length and, thus, they have to be integrated over the tubing
length.

dp

dx
= Zt q = (Rt + i ω Lt) q

dq

dx
= Yt p = (Gt + i ω Ct) p

(5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Distributed model for connection tubes

Rt = 1
2 L
√
ω ωv + 8π µ

A2

Lt = ρ

A

Ct = A

γ Pabs

Gt = (γ − 1)
2σ C

√
ω ωv

(5.5)

5.2 Electrical circuit for device optimization

The SJ device used for tests is more complex than a simple connection
tube with a blowing terminal; hence, the evaluation of corresponding electri-
cal circuit is hard to perform by hand. So, it is necessary to use a software
tool to resolve the related circuit. Implementing these equations into a
MATLAB script and using the SimRF Simulink toolbox, it is possible to
design a whatever complex electrical circuit, made up of resistors, inductors
and capacitors. Also, the SimRF Simulink toolbox includes a block (Fig-
ure 5.3) which allows to simulate distributed line, using the same parameters
in (5.5).

The Figure 5.5 presents the electrical circuit created into the Simulink
environment, which replicates the real active control device. As listed
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the distributed line block of SimRF Simulink
toolbox

in Table 2.2 and in Table 2.3, the arrangement of the both active control
devices is quite similar: both devices have three distribution lines and slightly
different blowing terminal. So, the overall arrangement of the circuit is the
same.

Considering that the blowing terminal cannot be changed without creat-
ing a new one, it has been considered fixed; so, to determine the resonant
condition of such active devices, the investigation has been more focused
on determine which lengths and diameters of connection tubes cause higher
output from the blowing terminal. Lengths L1, L2 and L3 as well as di-
ameters d1, d2 and d3, can assume values within a prescribed range, while
the frequency ω has been fixed at the corresponding value of frequency
f = 88 Hz.

The schematic view of the optimization cycle is in Figure 5.4. Optimiza-
tion starts from an initial set of values for lengths and diameters, which are
those in Table 2.3, with which circuital elements are evaluated, using the
equations in (5.5) and in (5.2); then, with these circuital elements, circuit
response in the time domain has been estimated, measuring electrical current
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(that is the mass flow rate Q) and, hence, Vout from the slot. To estimate
time response, a white noise input has been used, in order to be independent
of the voltage generator, that could be the pressure supply or the mechanical
device. Knowing time response of the circuit, it is possible to determine at
which frequency f resonance occurs, calculating the system transfer function:
the transfer function is the ratio between the system response and the input
forcing, in the frequency domain. Hence, it is necessary to transform, using
the FFT algorithm, both the input forcing and system response into the
frequency domain, so as transfer function F (s) can be evaluated. This cycle
continues until the termination criteria is satisfied: the optimization cycle
ends when the function 1

F (s) reaches the minimum. In fact, when the the

function 1
F (s) has its minimum value, the transfer function F (s) has its

maximum value and, so, the current and velocity Vout from the slot: in this
condition, the set of lengths and the diameters makes the system to work in
resonant condition.

The optimization has been carried out to identify the lengths and di-
ameters for active control device resonance and results are graphically
summarized in Figure 5.6. In Table 5.1, there are lengths and diameters
at which resonance occurs. The Figure 5.6a shows that after about 220
iterations, the maximum of F (s) is reached; in these condition, pressure into
the chamber and outlet velocity from the slot diverge over the time, as shown
in Figure 5.6c and in Figure 5.6d. The resonance is evident in Figure 5.6b,
where the ratio between the velocity output fluctuation |ue

′ | and the fluctu-
ations of input pressure |pi

′ |, over the frequency f , is displayed: it shows

that the main resonant peak occur at 88 Hz, as expected, with |ue
′|

|pi′ |
= 0.058.

The set of lengths and diameters that allows the active control device to
work in resonant condition is listed in Table 5.1: these have to be validated
by means of experimental tests, that have not yet performed.

Even if the results have not validated, the method exposed provides an
investigation technique for finding resonance conditions of complex blowing
system, searching the best set of connection tubes dimensions.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic view of the optimization cycle

Optimization starting point
L1 d1 L2 d2 L3 d3

0.70 m 0.031 75 m 1.8 m 0.0254 m 0.50 m 0.0254 m
The optimization cycle stops when

1/F (s) reaches a minimum when F (s) is maximum
L1 d1 L2 d2 L3 d3

0.56 m 0.0254 m 3.16 m 0.0254 m 0.23 m 0.0254 m

Table 5.1: Optimization cycle results - System geometry

5.3 Ideal power consumption and power sav-
ing estimation

As seen before and in [41] and in [42], electroacoustic analogy is mainly
used as preliminary design tool for SJ actuators. In this section, another
use of such electroacoustic analogy is proposed.

The purpose of this final section is to use this approach to estimate the
ideal power consumption of an active control device, of synthetic jet type,
capable to reduce drag of bluff bodies, as the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body. In
fact, among the different configurations of bluff body tested, only for this
one resulted beneficial to use active control device for reducing drag, with
an average gross drag reduction of about 10%.

To do this estimation, power consumption has been evaluated calculating
the active power of the electrical circuit equivalent to the real active device.
In fact, remembering the definition of reactive and active powers for unsteady-
state electrical circuits, the active power is the only amount of power which
can be lost due to Joule effect and, so, it can be assumed as the power
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(a) Iteration

(b) Transfer function F (s)

(c) Pressure vs. Time

(d) Velocity vs. Time

Figure 5.6: Optimization cycle results
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Figure 5.7: Circuit used for power consumption estimation

needed to drive the active control device; conversely, the reactive power may
be assumed to be related to the amount of power that remains stored inside
the circuit, due to the presence of capacitance and inductance. To estimate
such active power, only the blowing terminal has been considered and a
slightly modified LEM model has been used.

From [38], a schematic representation on the analogy is presented in Fig-
ure 5.7. Differently from the previous, the electrical resistance is made up
of different contributions, RaN , Ra,nl and Ra,rad, which take into account
secondary non-linear effects (Ra,nl) and radiation effects (Ra,rad), while the
RaN is analogous to Ract in (5.2), for a 2D rectangular slot.

The equations of such resistance components are in (5.6). Into these
equations, h is the blowing plate thickness, a is the half of the slot exit
width, w is the slot length, Sn is the slot cross-sectional area (Sn = 2aw), ρ
is the air density, µ is the air dynamic viscosity, c is the isentropic speed of
sound, Qout is the volume flow rate from the slot and Kd is a dimensional
dump loss coefficient, which takes into account the velocity profile through
the blowing plate thickness. The value of Kd has been selected as that of a
2D slot (Kd = 2/5).

Calculating these resistance components and adding together, the ideal
power consumption of such active control device can be evaluated by means
of equation (5.7), substituting Irms with Qout. In Table 5.2 is reported the
estimation of power consumption for both data available from tests and
numerics (CFD). In fact, this comparison is intended to underline that,
during the tests, the characteristics of the control jet have been different to
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those wanted from CFD calculations, resulting in much higher ideal power
consumption. In other words, if during the tests it would have been possible
to generate the jet used for CFD simulations and it would have resulted
to be effective, the ideal power saving obtained with such device should be
much higher. From the Table 5.2, it results that, ideally, the needs of power
to produce a jet with the effective frequency f and Vout is about 5 W, while
the tested jet needs about 18 W.

RaN = 3µh
2w a3

Ra,nl = 0.5 ρKd |Qout|
Sn2

Ra,rad = ρω2

2π c

(
1− ω2 w2

36 c2

) (5.6)

Πsj = Rtot Irms
2

= (RaN +Ra,nl +Ra,rad)
Qout

2

2

(5.7)

Using the last result and considering a drag reduction of about 10%, due
to the active control device (the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body drag decreases
from about 10.9 N, measured in clean configuration, to about 9.81 N, using
the active control device) the power saving resulting from drag reduction,
at Vinf = 20 m/s, is about 22 W (see (5.8)). In the light of this, the overall
ideal power saving, obtained with an active control device operating at
design conditions, can be evaluated using the formula (5.9): substituting
the calculated drag power saving and power needed by the active control

f Vout RaN Ra,nl Ra,rad Rtot Q Πsj

[Hz] [m/s] [m3/s] [W]

Tests 88 63.5 1757.96 32256.84 4.53 34019.33 0.0321 17.53
CFD 100 40 1757.96 20319.27 5.85 22083.09 0.0202 4.51

Table 5.2: Ideal power consumption
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device, it results that the overall ideal power saving is about 20%. It has
to be noticed that this estimation does not take into account any device
efficiency loss, which depends highly on the way of generation of controlling
jet; hence, in this sense, the power saving calculated is ideal.

Πdrag = DVinf ⇒

∆Πdrag = ∆DVinf = (10.9 N− 9.81 N) 20 m/s ≈ 22 W
(5.8)

∆Π = Πsj −∆Πdrag

∆Πdrag

= 17.53− 22
22 = −0.20 ⇒

∆Π[%] = −20%
(5.9)
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future works

The work presented in these pages is a summary of numerical and
experimental activities on bluff bodies drag reduction using active control
devices. Mainly, the work focused on car shaped bluff bodies, as the well-
known Ahmed body and a simplified FIAT Punto Classic model. Knowing
the capabilities of Ahmed body in reproducing flow field of different kinds of
car, two configurations of it has been investigated, which have slant angles
of 25◦ and 35◦, respectively.

Both numerical (CFD) and experimental investigations confirmed the
possibility of reducing drag of bodies whose flow field is similar to the 25◦

rear end Ahmed body; but, among the set of parameters investigated, it has
not been recognized any effective condition of reducing drag of 35◦ rear end
Ahmed body. Moreover, considering that this Ahmed body configuration is
representative of the class of cars in which the FIAT Punto Classic can be
classified, the use of active control device on such model results detrimental
as well.

A possible explanation of this different effectiveness of the active control
device respect to shape changing, could be found making the so-called drag
breakdown: for these bodies, drag is mainly composed by the pressure drag,
the lift-induced drag (or drag due to lift) and skin friction drag. With the
experimental tests, it has been verified the reduction of flow separation
behind the body, that causes a reduction of pressure drag. Also, a strange
behaviour has been observed on the 35◦ rear end Ahmed body: when active
control device is operating, tip vortices appear behind the body; these
vortices signify the increment of vertical force and its related lift-induced
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drag. Hence, the different effectiveness of active control device can be
explained considering this: while active control device causes the flow to
reattach over the slanted surface and, so, reduces the amount of pressure
drag, it redistributes pressure over the body determining an increment of
lift-induced drag. So, if the reduction of pressure drag is larger than the
increment of lift-induced drag, as in the case of the 25◦ rear end Ahmed body,
the use of an active control device is beneficial; otherwise, it is completely
detrimental. All these thoughts are summarized in Table 6.1, along with jet
parameters which are effective in reducing 25◦ rear end Ahmed body drag.

Model Active control Vinf P Vout f Blowing ∆drag
[m/s] [atm] [m/s] [Hz] plate [%]

Ahmed (25◦) Unsteady Blowing 21 0.8 − 200 − −11.54
Ahmed (25◦) Unsteady Blowing 21 1 − 200 − −7.78
Ahmed (25◦) Unsteady Blowing 31 1 − 140 − −7.76
Ahmed (25◦) Synthetic Jet 21 − 63.5 88 #1 −11.35
Ahmed (25◦) Synthetic Jet 31 − 63.01 88 #2 −3.83
Ahmed (25◦) Synthetic Jet − − − − #3 ineffective
Ahmed (35◦) UB + SJ always ineffective
FIAT Punto Synthetic Jet always ineffective

Table 6.1: Main results summary

Once effective jet conditions have been identified, an electroacoustic
model has been developed to make active control device to resonate at the
wanted jet frequency. The idea is to exploit resonance to reduce device
power needs and increase overall power saving. Starting from the available
system arrangement, a electrical circuit has been created inside Simulink
environment and an optimization study has been carried out to determine
tubing lengths and diameters able to run the mechanical synthetic jet device
in resonance. The optimization process has found a suitable set of lengths
and diameters, but, unfortunately, they were not yet validated with tests.

Lastly, using electroacoustic analogy, an estimation of ideal power saving
has been carried out. This estimation highlighted that, for the case of 25◦

rear end Ahmed body, it is ideally possible to save about 20% of power,
considering the power saving due to drag and the power needed by the active
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control device, operating with effective set of parameters.
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